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City, county
recovering
from weather
Much of the south was the target
of one of Mother Nature's winter
storms Thursday night. As a
result, many local residents were
confronted with the problems that
a blanket of snow and ice can bring.
Fallen trees and limbs have
obstrusted many streets and
roads and knocked down power
lines, causing outages in several
areas in both the city and county.
The power outages, mostly
isolated cases, have caused many
homes to be without heat. The Red
Cross and Disaster and Emergency Services have set up emergency shelter at the 7th and Poplar
Church of Christ. Anyone needing
this service is advised to contact
Lucy Wright, Red Cross and DES.
coordinator; the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad or the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
_
- Mayor Holmes Ellis reports that
city road crews were out all night
salting and cindering intersections. He stated that the biggest
problem has been the removal of
the fallen trees. "Many have
fallen across roads and knocked
down power lines. Our first priority is to get that situation taken
core of." He added that snowplows are out and the streets in
town should be cleared today.
Crews from the Murray Electric
Service, West Kentucky Rural
Electric Association and the county garage are also in the process
of clearing fallen trees and limbs.

Winter storm
moves into
Kentucky
By The Associated Press
The relatively balmy winter in
Kentucky ended abruptly today as
a winter storm moved through the
state, covering roadways with ice
and causing power interruptions.
The National Weather Service
issued a winter storm warning
early today for the western twothirds of the state after receiving
police reports of widespread icy
conditions. The eastern third of
the state remained under a
travelers advisory.
According to the NWS alert,
police agencies throughout
western Kentucky reported that
ice accumulation felled trees and
power lines. Many traffic accidents were reported and several
roadways were closed.
Kentucky State Police near
Paducah said that all roadways
were covered by ice, andeeveral
traffic signals and power lines had
snapped under the weight of accumulated ice.
At Elizabethtown, state police
said that ice covered all roadways
and power lines, with some power
outages reported. Interstate 65
was blocked by numerous accidents and stranded can.
In the south, Bowling Green
(Continued On Page 2)
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IT'S DEFINITELY WINTER — Snow and freezing rain blanketed
Calloway County during the night as residents found the going a little
slow today. (Above left) A worker for the Murray Electric System
has a tall teak to remove an icycle-covered limb from power lines.
(Above right) Slush and a tree limb covered a portion of Brooch
Street while (below right) power lines fell across a anowtovereci
driveway at the corner of 111th and Melrose. (See related photos on
Page 2.)
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

CT scanner purchase for local hospital approved
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
Following a three-level survey,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has been granted approval from
the Certificate of Need board to
purchase a computed tomography
CT)scanner for the local facility.
This, according to Stuart
Poston, hospital administrator,
will keep local patients from having to travel to Paducah, Memphis
and Nashville, Tenn., and to other
large health care facilities for
tests done with the CT scanner,
sometimes called CAT-scanner.
Poston explains that the scanner takes ex-ray images of the
body in a complete 360 degree
scope and displays the image on a
computer screen.
At Thursday night's meeting of
the hospital board of commissioners, Poston, along with Drs.
Prue Kelly and Billy Wilson, both
radiologists, presented the proposal to place the order for the
scanner.
At their recommendations, the
board approved the, purchase of

he unit at a cost of $852,000 plus accept bids on the project from
$70,000 yearly for Service. Poston. contractors for consideration at
added that the $70,000 would in- February's meeting.
Prelininuiry architect .sketches
clude service to four other pieces
anct schedules indicate construcof equipment made by the_sanie
manufacturer now in operation at tion could begin. in ejiTy 71.VIOrch
and the estimated tune of (-9,110.7
the hospital.
During'discussion of CT scan- two is eight months:—
Approval for purchase f the
ners, James Garrison stated that
wanner began on the local level
he had been asked why the board
With the Purchase Area Health
was considering the purchase of a
CT scanner with the availability of Planning Commission in
the new Nuclear Magnetic Resi- Mayfield, continued to Health
System Agency West and was condent ( NNIR
The NMR reportedly has all the cluded Wednesday by the Criteria
capabilities of the CT scanner but of Need Board in Frankfort at the
does not require the use'bf radia- request of Poston and Kelly
In other board action, the revstion to operate.
Kelly reported that the NMR is Sion of Hospital Auxiliary bylaws
still in the -research stage" and ,was approved to- change its
that only research centers have meetings. from monthly to
them. He also reported that NMIts quarterly.
The auxiliary was also recognizhave not been approved by the
FDA. therefore the hospital could ed by. the board as having spent
not buy one "even if we wanted 65,600 for completion of landscaping at the hospital
to."
In a 'medical staff report, Dr
The purchase of the CT scanner
requires a 3,000 square feet addi- John (.oiberg, chief of staff,
tion to the hospital- to ac- reported that the Kentucky Peer
commodate it. The board voted to Review Organization had

PIK program signup to begin Monday
By CHARLES HONEY
or greater net returns while the stock ad*mimesis are occurring." Block stated in a
Staff Writer
news release."Commodity prices may'net inFamine-Lan start signing up this Monday
for the 11111.8811111011t's new payment-in-kind
crease significantly in the near term, though
( PDC)kid sekelekle program.
they should firm as storage payments permit
greater marketing flexibility and buyers
The sign-up period runs through March 11
realize that stocks are being reduced."
Calloway County farmers may sign up at the
Meal U.S. Agricultural Stabilization and ConUnder PIK, farmers will receive a certain
servation Service offtce in Bel-Air Plaza.
percentage of the crop they would have grown
on the acres set amide. For Munk the figure is
The program provides in-kind payments of
government-stored grain in return for 95 percent of the yield times the number of
PIK acres — from 10 to 311 percent. For corn
farmers'setting aside up to 30 percent of their
the percentage is 11 percent.
lnaond
rma
l
yaddition to the 30 percent set-aside
provided for. In order to participate
In addition, farmers can make bids an the
In PIK farmers mud also sign up for the
percealais of their yield they would be willing
regular set-aside program.
to accept In return for setting their whole base
Thus PDC allows farmers to take as much
aside. The lowest bids will be accepted first,
as 30 percent et their land out of prednellin.ft mid the number of bids accepted will depend
.
is planned for the 1912 Crop end.if imessfory. IQ Ike amount of land set aside under the 10IOW one elm,iI
to U.S. fliiiettitty 1114111,sreent provision. No mate Man 1111Pergent of the comities crep base will be set
of Agriculture Jobe Mil&
adds.
The purpose of PK is to reduce production
Bids will be tabs at the same time farmers
and surplus dock heilinga, and avoid the lesign up for PDC,said local USDA agent David
creased budget otidays 'hid would be
Riley. Bids will be opened March IS.
necessary under priceempift pregrams, according to Bieck.
Also at the time et ale-ip, farmers will
"Farmers can expect to receive the make designate where- dlep.Wenid prefer their Into

254 Per Cap

4

kind conunodlUes to be -delivered. Commodities must be delivered to a USDAapproved warehouse. Riley said. It is not yet
known to which mites local farmers' grain
payments will be delivered, he said.
Farmers who sign up for PIK will be -entitled" to their commodities as of a certain
date.They will then be given five months'free
storage of those commodities, during which
time they can market the grain. They can also
elect to use it for feed.
Locally, the entitlement date for wheat is
July L and for corn,Oct. 15.
With the enactment of PIK by order of
President Reagan, farmers this year have
four options. explained Block: They may participate only in the regular let-slide programs; participate in the reviler programs
plus * 10-to-30-percent PDC program;
withthifw their entire ham acreage if theirpd
is accepted; or not participate in any of the
programs.
Participation in PIK win mean farmers can
avoid variable costs and lower their produci
lion risks, according to Block.
Riley said an informational meeting regarding PIK is tentatively planned for some time
nest week,but no place or date has been Pet

surveyed the obstett lesgynecological department of tin'
hovital fe reported the depart
writ was found to be %ell within
state standards on the -number of
t aesarean sections performiiital—
the hospital
Ile also announced the approval
of a new chemical drug that is being used for treatment of some
back ailments, in 111•111y tisSC,•
eliminating the need fOr surgery
Poriton then reported that all of
the office spaces in thy Medical
Arts Building are HO% IN .

Sheriff releases
case report
for past year _

with
moving IMO the last
one Ile added tliat there is tow
"shell" in the building that can he
smote into an °flit e if necessary .
Ile iillflitUfite'd
reflh'Illellf of
( Litt% t.
t
housekeePer, Loueva Mathis. who
has been with the hospital. for 10
years Sara Houseman, a resident
of Murray and recent graduate of
Murray State University has twen
hired ti. replace Mathis
Posttin reported to the board the
involvement of one of the hospital
ambulances in an accident recently at the intersection (if 8th and
Popular strevLs. The auibulwjc
driver reportedly struck another
vehicle causing approximately...
$2,00U worth of property damage
but no injury to anyttoe invoked.
Due to weather conditions. the
planned tour of the daY care
center was cancelled.

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department has released a report
listing the number and nature of
cases handled by the department
in 1982
A winter storm watch
Deputy Larry Nixon said these
tonight
An 80 percent chance
items are not the entire list of .44 •
and freezing ram
rain
of
fiVifieS of the department but
lows near 30
tonight
with
reflect the major areas within the
Winds easterly to 15 mph
department.
Cloudy with a good chance for
The list includes death in
rain or snow on Saturday, with
vestigations, 7; reported
highs in the low to mu!30s
unlawful
burglaries, 96; thefts by'
LAKE LEVELS
taking, 125; receiving stolen pro354.5
Barkley
....
Lake
perty, 17; criminal mischief van354 . 7
Lake
Kentucky
dalism or damage to property).
IS.
Also, assault, 34; fraud 4 bad
checks, defaulting on loans), 178.
One Section — 14 Pages
forgery (checks, legal
Classifieds
12,13
documents), 12; drug offenses, IS;
12
Comics
alcohol offenses public intoxica- . Crosswords
12
tion, unlawful selling', SI :
12
Dear Abby
vehicles stolen (all types motor
12
" Horoscope vehicles I, 29, ID of which were
4.5
Murray Today
recovered; arrests (adults), 543;
11
Obituaries
arrests(Juveniles),Se.
3
Perspective
The report states the total value
10.111
Sports.
of property stolen as being
ISS
•.
$1113,536 with the total value of protYON PAPERl
.
. ia. • petty recovered,ek
subhavirboat
.7 Traffic accidents ,investigated
numbered III and traffic citations received Mott home deb-we-fed
issued added up to K.
copy of 1k.Horny Wire & Times
ArCording to Nixon. all out-ot- by 5 30 pm Monday Fridoy or
state vehicles applying for Ken- by 3 30 p m Saturdays ore urged
tucky license must lint be in- to coil 723-1915 between 110
spotted by the county sheriff's p.m. eel pal., Mies* through hidepartment. A Mal of $23,714 *,er 3:30 p.a. see -4 p.m. Sow(Centialied On Page 21
dric

storm watch

today's-index

.441.1

.60
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Social Security package proposed
WASHINGTON 'AP) - Congress will try to enact legislation
overhauling Social Security by
early May to allow time to make
adjustments if July's cost-Miming hike is delayed for 36
million beneficiaries.
• The National Commission on
Social Security Reform went out
of - business Thursday. seeding
Presicient Reagan and congressional leaders a $168 billion plan to
get the retirement system back into the black through 1990 with A six-month delay in this July's cost-of-living increase
Higher payroll taxes in 1984,
1988 and 1969 for employees and
employers
A permanently higher payroll
tax on the self-employed starting
in 1984
Taxation of one-half of Social
Security benefits for middle-and
upper-income ret'revs
Provisions for bringing all
new federal workers and nonprofit groups into the system next

year
,- Now it wilt be up to legislatorato
run a gauntlet of opposition to
various provisions of the package
as they try to meet an informal
deadline of early May for enacting
bailout legislation.
Action by then would give the
Social Security Acinunistration
enough time to make adjustments
necessary d July's estimated 5
percent cost-of-living hike is
delayed because of fund shortfalls.
The House Ways and Means
Committee opens hearings on the
recommendations Feb. 1. and the
Senate Finance Committee also
will begin ;lurk on Social Security
next month.
Commission members voted 123 to approved the recommendations, which also won support
from the president and congressional leaders. including House
Speaker Thomas P O'Neill Jr.,
Mass
Conservative Republicans in

Weather...
'Continued From Page 1
reported hazardous driving clue to mg rain continued.
ice
Conditions were expected to
In southeast Kentucky. freezing deteriorate statewide during the
rain and sleet was reported, with pre-dawn hours. posing severe
the heaviest concentrations in problems for morning rush-hour
Knox and Clay counties U S
traffic
was closed to traffic due to icing
The NWS said that freezing rain
fAiutsville police closed all exits was espected to continue over norfrom Interstate 64 west of In- thern Kentucky through midday.
terstate 65 due to icy conditions on with a mixture of freezing rain
exit ramps from the fughway
and rain over the south
Police said that travel in the
Many city and county school
Louisville area was almost im- districts cancelled classes
possible
because 01 the hazardous driving
Road crews were out during the conditions The University of
pre-dawn hours trying to clear Louisville also cancelled classes.
major traffic arteries, but the task but the University of Kentucky
was made more difficult as freez• delayed I -lasses by one hour and
went to a snow schedule for most
employees
- Despite the weather problems.
Kentoe ky's three major commercial 'airports
Standiford in
Lotlisville. Blue Grass in LexNo damage was reported to the ington and Greater
Cincinnati M
Cecil Taylor residence. KentuckY Florence
acre reported open.
464 of U S 641 north of Murray, although some
flights were being
during a chimney fire this morn- delayed because of de-icing proing, according to Calloway County
cedures
Fire-Rescue Squad reports.
Kentus•ky state government was
Seven men with two trucks ordered
losed for the day
responded to the fire
because 44 inclement weather, acA Thursday morning chimney
cording to spikesn Ian Gordon
fire at the- Lan- Harris result-net',
Nacho's
Kentucky 732 east of Murray.
resulted in no damage '
•
Firefighters were at the scene
Continued From Page 1
1'4 hours Seven men with three
trucks responded. .
• .
were- inspected by the local
Squad officials ask residents to
department in 1982
be careful during the cold days
Civil processes served last year
with temporary sours-es of heat
totaled 2,068
The. squad emergency number is
The total of all cases opened by
753-9:.o2
the department in 1982 is 788.

Congress *treaty have begun attacking provisons that would increase taxes.
A coalition of 25 organizations
representing millions of active
and retired federal and postal
workers - the Fund for Assuring
an Independent Retirement,
FAIR - kicked off a campaign
Thursday to defeat the reranmendation that newly hired
federal employees be covered by
Social Security.
Meanwhile, organizations
representing retired people and
small businesses have criticized
viirious panel recommendations.
Reagan appointed the et:curler
Rion. in December 1981 after the
White House and congressional
leaders agreed it was the best way
to ,defuse political warfare over
Social Security. The panel's
members served without pay and
they spent less than $500,000 in
fashioning the report --- well under
its budget of $1.2 million.
The package they proposed
would not only solve Social Security's C1131.3 in the 1910s, but it would
wipe out two-thirds of the
system's projected $1.6 trillion
deficit over the next 75 years.
A majority on the panel recommended eliminating the remaining third of the long-term shortfall
by gradually raising the retirement age from 65 to 86, a move
that would mean those born in 1949
or later would have to wait
another year to draw full Social
Security benefits

WAlar-

University offers
art workshops
to area children
An art workshop for children in
grades five through eight will be
offered at Murray State University on Monday and Friday after'noons for six weeks, beginning
Feb. 21
Dr. Diane C. Gregory, workshop
director and assistant professor in
the sponsoring Department of Art,
said classes will meet from 3:30 to
5 p.m. in Room 422 of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
An exhibition and reception will
conclude the workshop on April 1.
Students enrolled will receive
instruction in printmaking and tiedye processes, work with clay and
learn nesionis and macrame
techniques. Their instructors will
be advanced stUdents in the
B.F. A . art education program.
A materials fee of $12.50 paid in
advance provides for all workshop
materials, as well as
refreshments for each session.
The deadline for registration
and payment of the materials fee
is Feb. 2. Anyone interested is urged to register early since enrollment will be limited.
To register a child or to obtain
additional information, parents
may call Dr. Diane C. Gregory at
7624740 or the Department of Art
office at 782-3784

No damage reported
in two chimney fires

Sheriff...

Governor appoints
Dr. Joan Maupin
FRANKFORT
Dr. Joan
Maupin, faculty member of the
Department of Home Economics
at Murray State University, was
among five new members appointed to the Consumer's Advisory Council by Gov. John V.
Brown Jr..
Others are Robert Catunissar,
Grayson; Kathryn Conklin. Lexington; Nancy Hummel, Park
Hills; and Ted IsPin, Louisville.
Brown reappointed to the council Ruth Baxter, Carrollton; Uoyd
Painter, Greenville; Robert
Newberry, Frankfort; Carol
Spoils. Lexington; Mary Sunune,
Ft. Mitchell; Nelk Horlander,
Louisville: C'Allen Chauvin,
Louisville; Jolin Hinkle, Paris:
Peggy Paxton, Paducah; Nancy
Spann Kelley, Owensboro and Edward Hemel Jr.. Louisville

TOURNEY WINNERS - Calloway County High School speech
coach Larry England accepts the sweepstakes trophy for the !Crider
Speech Tournament at Henry County High School last Saturday.
Presenting the trophy is Ruby Krider.
Paris Post-Intelligencer photo

WINTERTIME -(Above Ice-covered branches became so heavy they split a magnolia
tree on
Clayshire during the night's winter storm. Children alai were glad to see the mow and an}orad
a break
from school
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

Prices down in December
rates
WASHINGTON (API - Conthe lowest since records
sumer prIres, redtraihed at-the
were first kept in 1952- and a furend by a big December decline, ther easing in energy prices were
rose just 3 9 percent in 1982, the
responsible for about threesmallest gain in a decade, the
fourths of the moderation in the
government said today.
yearly inflation measure.
Besides December's 0.3 percent
In December alone, housing
drop, inflation for the year was
costs overall tumbled 0.8 percent,
also held down by record falls in
driven by a sharp 4.6 percent drop
gasoline prices and mortgage inin home financing coats. Home
terest rates. Last month's decline,
prices themselves rose a tiny 0.2
only the second recorded since
percent.
1965, equalled March's drop.
Food prices also fell, off 0.1 perThe full year's advance in the
cent.
Consumer Price Index was less
Gasoline prices declined 0.9 perthan half the 8.9 percent of 1981,
rent. At year's end, such prices
the Labor Department noted,
despite a record increase in
natural gas prices.
White House spokesman Larry
—
Speakes said the report was "good
news. It shows we have gone a
long way toward winning the batWALLACE, W.Va. iAP s -- A
tle against inflation."
school bus carrying 21 grade
The department said that a 12.5 school students ran off an icepercent drop in mortgage interest covered secondary road in Harrison County this morning injuring some children but none
seriously, officials said.
"No one is trapped, everyone is
clear, and I want to emphasize
there were no serious or critical
Despite frozen weather condi- injuries," said Harrison County
tions this morning, the Western Fire Capt. Jim Harris. "We were
Kentucky Agricultural Expo 1983 very fortunate."
County school administrator
still will be held this weekend at
Loren Flanagan said the bus ran
the West Kentucky Livestock and
off Little Elk Run Road near
Exposition Center
The event, sponsored by radio Wallace and rolled onto one side.
stations WKOA-AM and K-100-FM
in Hopkinsville, will feature implement. seed, chemical, and
other agri-bustnesses' products
The Alpha Department of the
and services.
An open forum of political can- Murray Woman's Club has canceldidates will begin at 5 p.m Satur- ed its meeting for Saturday
because of the weather conditions
day

were 7.6 percent below their
March 1981 peak.
Medical care costs, as they had
all year, rose. Such expenses were
up 0.7 percent last month; for the
year,they shot up per-cent.
Of all the components in the in-"
des, only medical care costs grew
at a higher rate last year than in
1981.
Overall, economists attributed
the inroads made last year in controlling inflation mostly to the
serious recession, good crop
harvests and the worldwide oil
surplus.

Noserious injuries reported
in grade school bus accident

Ag event still
set for weekend

Meeting cancelled

Flanagan said 11 ambulances
were dispatched to take the
students to United Hospital Center
in Clarksburg where the
youngsters would be checked.
Harris said the first group arrived
about 9:45 a.m. but hospital
spokeswoman Helen Beth said no
information was available yet on
the number injured or the extent
of the injuries.
Flanagan, an administrative
assistant in the county superintendent's office, said the bus was on
its way to Wallace Grade School
when the accident occurred.
Harris said it slipped on the icy
road and "went over a hill onto its
side."
Officials said the accident occurred about 8:30 a.m. as a snow
and ice storm moved into West
Virginia from the west. Travelers*
advisories were in effect for much
of the state at the time.

Corn-Austin's Fabulous Famous Final Markdown Starts Mon.9 A.M.
Everything Must Go

To Make Room For Spring Merchandise

Save 60% to 75% in Men's, Ladies & Boys Departments
(o.'4.1.±

Suits
A II

i& Sportcoats

Trousers

AA.

Sport Shirts
A

C%

9"

Sweaters

995

Ties

hi

Drcss Shirts

Boys Dept.

111 I

9"
995
495

Dress Pants
MORE BARGAINS SO LOW
YOU'LL HAVE TO SEE THEM
TO BELIEVE THEM

Pants
,
Knit Shirts

•

795

95
I'-'",

69
'
WE MUST MAKE ROOM — THIS SALE WON'T END UNTIL EVER
YTH1NGS GONE

Corn-Austin
•

4

SALE STAR TS MONDAY AT 9 00

A

.
.
4

Sweaters

ALL SALES FINAL
NO EXCHANGES
NO REFUNDS
NO ALTERATION
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Nothing to cheer about
Ten thousand more steel workers had little to
cheer about the new year when Bethlehem Steel
Corp. eliminated their }ohs the other day and cut
production by 15 percent.
The bad news, especially for 7.000 employees of
the company's aging Lackawanna, N.Y., plant,
should not have been a surprise. As one of the least
cost productive of Bethlehem's plants. Lackawanna
long had been targeted for an eventual phase-out. It
was completely ignored in a $500 million modernization master plan that Bethlehem announced
two years ago. Half of the phased-out workers
already were on indefinite furlough.
If Americans haven't already recognized the
..serious problems afflicting the nation's steel industry, the Lackawanna tragedy at least may serve
that purpose. Nearly 200.000 or half of Big Steel's
workers are unemployed. Plants are operating only
at 30 percent of capacity and the U.S. share of world
steel production has slipped from 60 to 16 percent.
Big Steel'i near-moribund state is ironic con
sidering the wealth of iron and coal resources here,
the skilled labor pool and the American market for
steel. Those strengths haven't been enough for the
industry to surmount its ills. And it is doubtful that
any recovery in the auto and conatruction industries alone will be strong enough tonics.
Labor costs have helped price U.S. steel out of
world markets. The average steelworker is paid
more than $14 an hour. and nearly $30 counting
benefits. That's more than any other U.S. manufacturing sector job and more than double what is paid
to workers of several foreign competitors.
U.S. steelworkers already rejected two proposed
wage concession agreements in 1982 and are talking
aout striking in August when their current contract
runs out. Obviously, neither generous wage increases nor a strike are going to help Big Steel in
the long run.
The steel industry desperately needs to modernize, but has little capital to do so while operating
unprofitably. While government incentives for
modernization aren't a panacea, this positive form
of government encouragement is preferable to protectionist legislation that only.preserves obsolete
methods.
Finally, there is the cost of environmental protec-tions. Equipment to conform with clean air and
water regulations has made a noticeable impact in
the battle against pollution but at a very higli price
to steel companies. Americans who want to see the
steel industry compete in the world market will
have to balance the high price of achieving clean air
to the nth degree and American jobs.
It has been auggested that Big Steel's decline in
the United States is a natural economic process,
that others who can produce steel more cheaply
should be allowed to do so while the United States
concentrates on ,food production and high
technology. We don't think that drastic a restructuring is healthy for the nation and hope that prognosis for steel proves wrong. At the same time.
Americans would recognize that any effort to save
ths basic and essential American industry won't be
a painleas one.

by robed novak and roland evans

inside report

Campaign strengths,, weaknesses demonstrated
The hunSACRAMENTO. Calif
dreds of California State Dennx-ratic
Convention delegates who waited in
line for Sen John Glenn's handshake
and autograph were demonstrating
both strengths and weaknesses in his
strategy to overhaul presidential
front-runner Walter F. Mondale
None of the other .51I hopefuls at
the season's first presidential "cattle
show" attracted such attention But
along with curiosity and heroworship that impelled party activists
to be photographed with the first
American Earth-orbiting spaceman
were suspicion and latent hostility
••Why are you anti environmentalist?" he was asked
repeatedly by delegates moving
through the reception line following
(;lenn's speech.
Glenn is : patently not antienvironmentalist, but simply did not
mention the environment in addressing the convention. Indeed, tu.s
speech consciously missed several
• items on 4he liberal laundry list
customary for Democratic cattle
shows. In a party that is evermoredit
coalition of special-iriterest groups.
Glenn seeks a, national consensus in

the beled that this is the as not only
to brat Ronald Reagan but win
Democratic primaries
With the exception of Sen Ernest
F. Hamel 'whose South _Carolina
accent and fiscal austerity proved indigestible here all other candidates
recited the full laundry list By far
the best-recitation was Mondale's
His stem-nmder surpassed even his
triumph at last summer's
Philadelphia mid-term tiinvention.
exuding nen% confidence now that
Teddy Kennedy 'S long shadow Is
gone
This was Fritz Mondale's convention. St'n Alan Cranston won the
meaningless "straw vote" of
delegates after pleading that they not
humiliate him in his home state But
no influential California D'emocrat
takes CranstpUssandidacy serionsly, and most are inclined to Mondale
if he does not become "another
Muskic." With his masterful—performance here. Mondale avoided Edmund S Mildew's l971-feat of limemg in -Sacramento as a- clear front• runner and leaving as a putative
•
also-ran
Mondale would have had the con-

New way to make money
Poland's military government, in hock to
Western governments and bank.* for $27 billion or
so, has bent one of the rules of communist propriety
to start working off the debt. A HOC calendar featuring photographs of nude and seminude women sold
out its first printing of 200,000 copies (at $2 each)
before New Year's.
Its success has created embarrassment, though.
In a goverment that frowns on such capitalistic
decadence. officials admitted they did it strictly for
the money, rushing the job through in just a week,
using negativesfrom the archives.
How such materials found their way into the archives was not explained.
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that W'ashington. nor V. -.coy
responsible for the nut icat anti,
race , Cranston concluded his speech
by quoting peaceful rhetoric from
Marshall Nicola' Ogarkot . head of
the Soviet high command
Hut neithep ie1 441enn pander to t h4•
delegates, who are lit it e% ell .,
microcosm of California 1)1.11nm -rats
Most were appointed hy over w helmingly liberal off4ce-seeker.. %A It ti
perhaps 40 percent controlled by
Assembly Speaker. Willie 1411o1i, 4 if
the delegates elected, the Inget..t
single bloc belongs to Assembly Man
Tom Hayden's radical Committee hr
E.:continue I 44.nioeracy
;loin ss
talking over the heads of these part%
activists seated _before tun'
To (hi so invites complaints about
not putiehnig the emu-1,1'mila In ken
or some other liberal in ken irs c,t•r
speech Glenn will get mot... of tik..
Writ t:11111
Sacramento coni,lor
rif try MnftifIlli• iprratit-cs that he is
insufficiently prodsrael and in 0arms control That-is inherent in ant.
Demo. ratit I .Iiiii).1101 th•it loi
mg .1 bidding war for the I reinocrati,
coalition's Intel est gronps. u.s openk
this is juhri
centrist

headline

Minimize children's risks
Thousands of children are killed and injured unnecessarily in car accidents each year.
Safety statistics show that they are the most
vulnerable group of auto passengers.
Many parents do not provide proper restraints for
infants. Often they are held in the lap of a parent.
And when there is an accident, they are propelled
into a windshield or out a door.
Older children frequently are allowed to stand on
a car seat or sit without a seat belt or harness. When
there is an accident, they too are injured or killed.
Most parents love their children. The last thing
they want is to have a child hurt or killed. But all too
often they are careless or do not insist that the child
wear a protective device.
Last year many children were victims in car accidents. Next year many more youngsters will be
victims. We urge parents who love their kids to take
the easy steps to minimize risks so that their
children will not be among this country's injury and
death statistics.

vention to himself were it not for the
.last speaker
John rIlenn The
delegates, surfeited by oratory, were
pleasantly surprised hy the new platform sty le ttf the supposed "brown
and boring- candidate In a disciplined L' minutes half the time of all
others. sa%e for Hollings.. Cdenn attacked President Reagan economic.
and foreign polities claisolerahly less
stridently than his competitors Glenn did not follow Mondale and
most other hopefuls in prI•mising to
end a summit with 'Yuri .Andropos;
the nionient he was inaugurated
While Cranston piriged rights for
gay s and lodnans • and Mondale for
'hollow %mils.'• ilenn ignorell
them -.I -SPC Myself .is somewhat
centrist. I guess." Glenn told a press
conference der supporting present
military aid to Fl Salvidor .and .enforcement of draft registration
don't think you call pick and choose '
the law.; you Want to obey
Silence here about Soviet
despotism and -exTransionvort. about
Afghanistan anti Poland. was not
broken by 4 :11•1111 Ile was 1144 about to
alienate the OtiVent}lni 41)) Cballetiging the "i)verriding unpre,sion here

looking back
Ten years ago
Almost three inches of rain fell today in Murray, according tnJohn Ed
Scott, weather observer. Many creek
beds and lowlands were flooded
Deaths reported include Marshall
Foster. 86, Miss Ammo Roberts, 79,
William Guy Wiggins, 87, and II E
Mischke,92.
Speech teams from Calloway County High School with Larry England
as coach and MurraY High School
with Ron Beshear as coach won
honors at Murray State University
Annual High School Oral Interpretation Tournament.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jones on Jan. 13.
Lynn Hewitt was named as
Homecoming Basketball Queen for
Murray High School at the MurrayMayfield game. Her attendants were
Jeannie Starks and Cathy Mitchell.
Twenty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation , Drive moved
nearer the goal of $150,000 as the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
reported $137,100 in contracts, according to W.C. Elkins, fund drive
chairman.
Deaths reported include Dennis N.
Cunningham, 67, Ocus McPherson,
McDaniel. 76. and
47, F.B.
Mrs. PithierPatterson Belcher, 76.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital Include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Hmodermin and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs.Derwin Lee.
The Murray State College Band
with Paul Shahan as director will
present contacts on Jan. 21 at Murray State and on Jan. 23 at Trigg
Comity High Meet C.adia.
Gluey _Lau Shelton was Installed as
worthy adviser of Murray Assembly
No. 10 Order of the Rainbow for
Girls.
Mrs. Barbara Kittelberger of
llisesbeld. Ohio, is the guest of her
dainghter. Mrs. Verne- Kyle', sad
pieddsughter, Miss Kathy Kyle.
Thirty years ago
Tobiteco men in Caliciwav 'County
are giving the polio drive a boost by
donating hands of tobacco to sell for
the drive. Pictured at Doran's taupe
Leaf Floor are Henry West, Marvin

Jones, Charles Jordan, Dewey
Smothenna,Tip Doran, Mrs Chuck
'Sandersl Rey Brownfield: BOb
Miller, Gerald Lumley , Preston
Kuykendall and Bub Doran
E.G. Miller. quartermaster third
clam, USN, son of Mrs Pearl Miller.
is serving an the fleet inineswt-eper
USS Pigeon'inthe Mediterranean Sea
area
Jo Ellis, Chester Reeder. Sonia
Greenfield, Gwendolyn Pierce. Fred
Garland, Bobby Hugh Wilson, Larry
Lyles, Marilyn Darnell, Threna (;rey

Wartime is a service- for senior
citizens its puepose is to .answer
questions and sokye prahletns If you •
have a question or a problem not
answered in these colunms, write to.
Hearthne. 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, (nuo 45381 You wilt
receive- a,prompt reply.-but you must- include a self-address441, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column
REARTIINE our family feels
that we will have to put our father In
a nuirsing home sometime in the near
future Wt. hate to ha% e to take this
step. but -hart. examined all other
possibilities and an. Conte up with
- nets, +dine
nothing. else We
basic int orniatiOn on Rusring
facilities and the right'- of patients
and medical care provided Any in
formation at all 14inall, be sir
ihie best•thar
lielPful. a's
can afford R A
ANSWER As part Of its continuing
effort to improve the public's .
understanding id the nursing Panne
mthistry. the National Council. of
Health Centers has released a. Ilt*V4\,
prepared St-att.:nod of liminess
Practices for Nursing Facilities
Drafted by the Council's Board of
'Directors, with input from NCIIC
member companies, the Statemeht
and Farley Adams are Members of
contains recOmmendations unit
the card of the plat, 'His Name Wiiguidelines " interide"d 10 idiom
Aunt Nellie.' to be presented - by
facilities. patients and their families
Freshnum Class of Kirksey high
about business practices as they app•
School on Jan 23 •
ly to long-term care facilities
Registration for six night courses
Included in the Statement art- sug •
at Murray State College will be on
gest s on how to provide health
administration
Jan 26 in the
care in keeping with an individual's
budding, according to lir Ralph II
human dignity different methods of
Woods. president
ensuring that patient needs are met
Wilma Mathes Lyles is a beauty
adequately. and practical advice on
operator at I *mils utre s Beauty
how to acquaint the public with a
Shop
facility's operation's arid invoke
families in patient care planning
The statement outlines the rights of
both cow:blunt trial
the individual
and as legislated under federal, state
and local laws — and affirms the
adhering facility's voluntary etan p,
Hutment to uphold those' rights It
presents
Christmas '64, graduation
also explains the obligations 'If
please contact any of the people
facilities.' in terms of providing
whose names are listed under the
physical anti medical care. arfil
Thoughts in Season cohunn in the
covers financial matters, such as paLedger If there is a second printing,
books not ordered in advance may be -Unit funds and charges
Founded in 1969. N-CHC represnets
purchased througtt a regular retail
multifacility health"
investor-owned
price
higher
outlet at a
care corporations operating a vaneThe. local Needline Association and
ty of facilities. primarily nursing
the Comprehensive Care Center will
homes Members have more than
each earn more from the sale of each
130.000 nursing ('are beds.
book than was possible from the first
HeartIme has reviewed this pamprinting These agencies will apphlet. and finds that it is a very
preciate your continued support
valuable and informative statement
Thanks again to the people of a
for persons now in a long-term facilithoughtul caring community
ty or desiring information about such
Sincerely.
facilities.
Ken Wolf
For a copy of the pamphlet, write
Letters
WRITE A LETTER
the National Council of Health
to
ento the editor are we:comed and
MOO Virginia Ave N W.
Centers.
couraged. All letters must be sign1100,
Suite
Washington, DC 20037
ed by the writer and-the writer's

letter to the editor
Thoughts'author pleased with response
To The Editor:
As many of the Ledger and Times
readers know, the first printing of
Thoeghts in Season is virtually sold
out Between Nov. 12 and Chnstrnas
950 copies of the book were purchased, most of them in Murray and
Calloway County.
Because of your remarkable willingness to help your fellow men and
women,the Needline Association and
the Comprehensive Care Center in
this county are each $700 richer, with
$500 more to come.
As the author of Thoughts in
Season. I am particularly gratified
by the number of people- who have
told me that they are enjoying the
book. Thank you all for your
generosity and kindness.
This unusual outpouring of money
and concern would have been impossible without thesupport and hard
work of many folks. I want to thank
again personally Dr. David Roos, the
coordinator of the project, Matt
Sander' and Walt Apperson of the
Lodger. Mr. Max Hurt. Irma
LaFoUette,Euple Ward,Gerry Reed,
Clara Humphrey,&man Hart, Marti
Awls._ &Wu amok Oaf 10110n.
and Hamel Crenehsw.
Plans are currently underway for a
wand Orbiting of LOW copies, if the
committee la charge of the project
can coltect IS advance orders — at
Ifb per book. If say Of you Wish additional copies (for birthdays.

address and phone number must
be included for verifkation The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
shouldthe on topics of general interest.
-Editors reserve the right to condense of reject any -Tetter and
limitfrequent writers.
Adtkfoia correspondence to.
,Eclitor, The Murray Lodger &
Times, Boa 1040, Murray. Ky.
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Christopher D. Lomb born

Gerold E.C. Elliott born
Mr and Mrs. John Edward Elliott, 212 South 11th
St.. are the parents of a -son, Gerald Edward
Clayton. weighing seven pounds eight ounces,
measuring l944 inches. born Wednesday, Jan. 5, at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother,
the former Tern Tabers. is a nursing student at
Murray State University The father is employed at
Parker Ford, Inc
Grandparents are the Rev arid Mrs. Gerald
Tabers of Murray and Mr and Mrs James Elliott
of Fit 5 Great-grandparents are Mr and Mrs. Carme Pierce. Farmington. Mrs Christine Tabers.
Murray, Hobert Elliott, fit S. and Mr and Mrs. Don
Desanti, Murray

Pageant scheduled
The Kentucky, West Virginia and Ohio Tn-State
Pageant for children from infants through sixteen
will be March 26 at Carriage House Inn, Paintsville,
Ky. Seven division winners will be selected to represent the tn-state area at the National Finals
scheduled during the Thanksgiving weekend at
Dallas. Texas.
This event is sponsored by U.S A.'s National
Pageant Systems and will -start at 11 a.m. vilth
awards presentation to be at 1:30 p.m. For information write National Pageant Headquarters. Rt. I.
Box 262 ETA,Kilgore, Texint 75662.

Nicholas D. Smith born
Mr. andMrs. Tony Smith, Ht. 5, Mayfield, are the
parents of a son, Nicholas Doyle born Saturday,
Jan 8, at the Murray-Calioway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John M. Riley of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Smith of Farmington.

Kevin D. Johnson born
Mr and Mrs Johnny E. Johnson, Magnolia
the parents of a son.
Kevin Dwayne. weighing eight pounds 11 ounces,
born Saturday. Jan. 15. at the Murray-Calloway
-num y Hospital
" The mother is the former Evelyn Enterline
Grandparents are Mrs Gerda Enterline lindse)
and the late pale Enterline and Mr and Mrs John
W Johnson of Pans. Term
Apartments. Parts. Tenn,, are

Nurses to meet Monday
District 17 Unit I of Licensed Practical Nurses
will meet Monday. Jan. 21, at 7 p.m. in the private
dining room of the Murray-Calloway County
_Hospital. Nancy McClure, president, urges all
members to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. David Wayne Lamb, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, are the parents of a son, Christopher
David, born Sunday. Jan 9. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield

Murroyon at hospital
Harold McCreery of Murray was recently
dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah He now is a patient at Parkview Hospital,
Nashville. Term

will meet at Hardin

WMU
The Blood River Baptist Associational WMU will
have its quarterly meeting on Monday, Jan. 24, at 10
a m at Hardin Baptist Church. Jim Simmons,
drrectoy of Baptist Student Union at Murray State
University, will be the speaker
A potluck lunch will be sen;ed and a nursery will
-be provided. according to a WMU spokesman who
urges all interested persons to attend.

Conference Monday
A Sunday School Evangelism Conference will be
Monday, Jan. 24, at 7 p.m at Lone Oak Baptist
Church The theme will be "Sharing Christ" and
will be all Sunday School workers.

Horse club plans meeting
The Colts and hires 4-H Horse Club will meet
Monday. Jan. 24. at 7 p m at the Jack and Jill Day
Care Center. Poplar Street Horse judging manuals
will be discussrd

Audience with Pope discussed
by Joan Kennedy on TV show
BOSTON Al'
Joan
Kennedy says PVC John
Paul II was -. wonderful"
during her private_ audience 'shortly after a
court granted her a
divorce from Sen. 'Edward 'M Kennedy. F)Mass.
The pope "asked about
the family. He was
wonderful He just asked about u.s," Mrs Kennedy said in an interview
broadcast Wednesday on
ABC-TV's "Good Morning, America. '
The pope granted the
audience to Mrs. Ken-

nedy, 46, and her 15-yearold son, Patrick, as the
two were spending, a
Christmas vacation in the
Mediterranean and the
Middle East.
A' probate court in
BarnstatCle. Mass.,
granted the divorce in
early December, but it
will not be final until 12
months have passed.
Mrs. -Kennedy said she
and Patrick spent
Christmas Day in
Bethlehem and also met
Prime Minister
Menachem Begin during
their stay in Israel.

BIG SNOW
• EMERGENCY

BULLETIN!

WE'RE OPEN ALL NIGHT IF NECESSARY!
V',e will not close...until the last customer has been served
WE'LL BE
READY TO

I
MOUNT
SNOW TIRES

RECHARGE
BATTERIES

I PERFORM OTHER
CAR SERVICES

ECONOMY TIRE
203 East Main

753-8500

"It's•rare film
that youngsters
and adults can
enjoy together."

Prog Info
753.'3)4
le oft anal IVO

Murray, Ky.
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Friday,Jan.II
Chili supper will start
all p.m. at Northside Independed Church.
Murray High Band will
sponsor Midnight Skatt
A-Thon from 11 p.m. to 3
a.m. at Roller Skating of
Murray
West Kentucky Ag Expo 83' will have activities
from 10 a.mtto 10 p.m. at
West Kentucky Exposition Center.
West Kentucky Full
Gospel Churches
Fellowship will be at
Calvary Temple,
Highway 641 South. at
7:30p.m.

22

laturday,Jan.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at noon at club
house.
AlcOholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
West Kentucky livestock
and Exposition Center.
Murray Squar-ANaders will dance at 8
p.m. at Woodmen of the
World Hall.
Round and 'square dancing will be at 7:30 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Skating
Rink.
West Kentucky Ag Expo 83' will have activities
from 10 a.m. to 9-p.m. at
West Kentucky Exposition Center.
held trips to observe
Eagles at Land Between
the Lakes will start at 9
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center. For reservations
call 1424-5602, Extension
238.
Barry Hale and Fire
Mountain Band will play
at 7 p.m. at Fern Terrace
Lodge.
Sunday,Jan. 23
Open house will be
from 1 to 3 p.m. at Jaycee
Building at the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee
Fairgrounds, Highway
121 North.
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church Men will have a
breakfast at 6:30 a.m. at
the church.
Parents Choir Ginid of
First United Methodist
Church will' have a
potluck luncheon at noon
in the social hall.
West Kentucky Ag Expo 83'-will have activities
including a gospel singing
from I to 5 p.m. at West
Kentucky Exposition
Center
Second day of field
trips to observe Eagles at
Land Between the Lakes
will start at 9 a.m. and

l•y Whoinsioy

Matinees Set. & Sun. 2-00
Cheri & Cine• All Seats S1.50
Bargain

THP [HMV= POSIT

Sunday,Jan,22

Monday,Jan. SI
1:30 P.m.
Woodlands Club will meet at 9:30
Nature Center. For reset'- a.m. at club house.
vations call 1424-5602.
Extension 238.
Blood River Baptist
Aseociational WMU wth
Amvets Auxiliary Post meet at 10 a.m. at Hardin
45, Paris Landing, will Baptist Church.
have a fund raising dinner with serving from 4 to
Colts and Filies 4-H
7 p.m. for members and Horse Club will meet at?
guests
p.m. at Jack and Jill Day
Care Center.
Rudy Howard and
Share will present a conDistrict 17, Unit I of
cert at 6 p.m. at .Scotts Licensed Practical
Grove Baptist Church.
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m. in private dining
Annual meeting of con- room of Murray gregation 'of First Calloway County
Presbyterian Church will Hospital.
be at noon.
Monday,Jan. 24
Program on "Wills and
Adult Great Books Deeds" by Helen Stevens,
Discussion Group will state extension specialist,
meet at 7 p.m. at vrill be at 1:30 p.m. in cirCalloway Public Library. cuit court room of Miller
Annex Building, Old
Creative Art's Depart- Postoffice building. This
ment of Murray Woman's is open to public.

School lunch menus for
the week of Jan. 24 to 28
have teen released by
Glenda Jeffrey.and Joanna Adams, food service
directors for Calloway
County and Murray City
Schools respectively.
The directrs said
prents who are affected
by layoffs and unemployment may come to their
children's respective
schools and apply for free
and reduced lunches.
Menus,subject to occalional change due to
availability of food, are
as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Murray High
Monday — ham pattie
sandwich, burritoes;
Tuesday — hot dogs with
chili, bacon, lettuce and
tomato sandwich.;
Wednesday — ravioli and
bread, fiestada; Thursday — slaPPY Jae, fried
chicken and rolls; Friday
- sausage and shells,
barbecue sandwich. Pizza, hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, cold
sandwiches, chili bar,
fruis, vegetables and ala
carte items are available
Murray Middle
Monday — tomato soup
with grilled cheese, hamburger; Tuesday — chili
with crackers, hot dogs;
Wednesday — spaghetti
and french bread,
cheeseburger; Thursday
— chuckwagon, pizza;
Friday — fish sandwich,
hamburger. Assorted
fruits and vegetables and
ala carte items are
available daily.
Caster and
Robertaon
Monday — grilled
cheese, corn on cob, fruit
chunks, milk; Tuesday —
beefaroni and rolls,
greenpeas, applesauce,
milk; Wednesday — pizza, creamed potatoes,
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They couldn't have
liked each other less-
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la a cop.
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la convict.
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Community Chorus
scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Betty Sledd Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Mrs.
Larry Bell.
Circle of Love meeting
will be at 7 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church.

• . •
+ 2:00S.fiT. SUN

black eyed peas, milk; sliced turkey; Tuesday —
Thursday — hamburger., cheeSeburger or
and dressing, round cantelloni; Wednesday —
abouts, mixed fruit, chili dog or submarine;
milk; Friday — chili and Thursday —
crackers, peanut butter cheeseburger or ham and
sandwich, carrot sticks, egg sandwich; Friday —
banana, milk. pizza or batter fried fish.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
A variety of 'vegetables,
Calloway High fruits, salads, french
Monday — beef stew, fries, desserts and drinks
pizza, hot ham and are available each day.
cheese; Tuesday — batEast, North
„
tersfried fish, pizza, taco
and Southwest
salad; Wednesday — pizMonday — ribb sandzaghetti, fiestada, born wich or pizza; Tuesday —
dogs; Thursday — fried chicken or
turkey, dressing and cheeseburger; Wednesgravy, pizza, chili with day — submarine sandgrilled cheese; Friday — wich or taco salad;
fried chicken, pizza, sub- Thursday —
marine sandwich. A cheeseburger or beef-avariety of vegetables, roni; Friday — pimento
fruits, salads and cheese sandwich with
desserts, cheeseburgers, soup.or pizza. A variety of
french fries and drinks vegetables-,fruits, salads,
are available each day.
-french fries, desserts and
Calloway Middle
drinks are available each
Monday — fiestada or day.

Church women meet
Mrs. Lola Jones
directed' the program at
the meeting of the United
Methodist Women of
Brooks Chapel Church. It
was on Tuesday, Jan. 11,
at 7 p.m. at the church
fellowship hall.
A poem,"Lord Make A
Regular Man Out of Me,"
. Jones.
was read by Mrs,
Mrs. Martha Jones
read scripture from Mark
13:36 and asked all 12 persons present to join hands
for a prayer for a good
year in 1963.

Members were asked
by Mrs. Madge Woodard
to read the book of
Hebrews. She will gave a
book report on Hebrews
starting next month.
• The group completed
date books for 1963 and
sent get well cards. The
members planned a night
out on April 26 at Country
Crossroads, Hardin.
Rachel Jackson closed
with prayer. Two new
members were Mary
Fran Ramsey and Sue
Davenport.

Four-H club event planned
Ten persons were present for the meeting of
the Calloway County Middle School 4-H Club held
Monday,Jan. 3.
. For the flag ceremony
Pam Hutson led the
pledge to the American
flag and Tracy Henry led
the pledge to the 4-H flag.
Kai Atkins read the
names ea the roll. Dues
-ware paid,
The club Planned to
meet each first Monday
of the month with the axcaption ofirebruary when

the rneetingill be the second Monday on Feb. 14.
This will be a Valentine
party for the Long Term
Care Unit of the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Cookies and
punch will be served at
the party to be from 3 to 4
p.m.
Parents are to come for
their children who will be
in the lobby of the
hospital after the party.
For information call 4354567.

7:10,9:5
+ 2:00Sat. Sun.
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America's
hottest new
actress. CIE
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I Ci-s

Monday,Jan. 24
First council meeting
of Church and Community Cooperative Ministry
of Murray-Calloway
County Need Line
Association, Inc., will be
at 7 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. The
public is invited.

Schools give lunch menus
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Hurt-Kinsey vows solemnized Many persons visitors in area homes

Miss Cynthia Jo Hurt
and Paul Anthony Kinsey
were married ,Saturday.
Dec. 11. in a ceremony at
the Blble Baptist Church.

Paducah.
The Rev. Don Young of
PaducIrti and Dr Billy G
Hurt of Frankfort, uncle
of the bride. officiated.
The chureh altar was
centered • with a large .
spiral candelabrum
flanked by several
smaller spiral
candelabra
Arrangements of lavender
flowers were attached to
the candelabra The unity
candle was at the center
of the altar. The pews
were marked with hurricane lamps
Music was presented
by Charles Quarles and
Brent Young. vocalists.
Pennie Flowers, pianist,
and. Dean Williams.
organist.
The bride is the
daughter of F.. tarry
Hurt of Murray and Mrs
Jean McMillin of Heath
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Hurt and of Mrs,
- Thelma McDougal, all of
Murray. and the late
Earn McDougal_ - The groom is the son of
Mr and Mrs Paul Kinsey
of Lone Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Anthony Kinsey
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
The bride's mother
The groom's table was
Kinsey of Bandana. of Paducah.
They. wore floor length wore a floor length gown overlaid with a white
E.A. Miller of Paducah
and the late. Mrs Mabel gowns of cranberry' taf- of cranberry chiffon The cloth and had candles t ii
feta The bodices were empire bodice was silv-Fr. holders • The
Roper Miller
designed with off-the-. enhanced by matching groom's Cake - was
Bride's dress
shoulder effects and chiffon cabbage roses rhos-olte
The bride was escorted elbow length puffed and full-draped capelet
Serving the guests. were
by her father and given-in sleeves.. The skirts were sleeves
Miss Lisa McReynolds of
marriage by her parents. gathered.
The groom's mother Nashville. Tenn., anti •
•
Her formal gown was of
The attendants wore chose to -wear a floor Miss Matt MeDoggal of
white organza trimmed 'cranberay lace gloves length gown of grape chif- Mucray. both •-nusins of
in chantilly lace. A mold- anti carried bouquets of fon, featuring an empire the bride, Lisa Stewart.
ed bodice of the natural matching nosegay's of bodice accented with a Linda Walker and Holly
fitted •waistline was small silk roSebuds
chiffon flowing rapt-let
Hit-lion, all of Paducah
overlaia in pearled chanMiss. Kathryn Hurt,
Both Mrs. McMillutand
The couple left later for
tilly . ..lace with . a
daughter; of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Kinsey bad eorages.a..,wcthhng.. trip. to the
throated sheer yoke and a Grey Hurt of Owensborti, of white silk orchii '
Great Smoky Mountains
banded Collar of lace.
was floweestirl. She wore
Ann Jones of Paducah National Park
The slender fitted a floor length gown of attended the guest
The new Mr and Mrs
sleeves were created of pink taffeta with burgun- register and distributed • Kinsey now reside in
chantilly lace and dy accessories and carPaducah
featured a narrow lace ried pink rose petals in a
Reception
Rehearsal dinner
ruffle at the wrist. Her white lace basket.
A reception fall/Wed III
The groom's parents.
. bouffant skirtwas graced
the reception hall of the
The groom
Mr and Mrs Paul
at the hemline with tiers
The groom chose his church.
Kinsey
. entertained with
of lace and Organza. ru(: brother, Marty Kinsey of
The bride's table was a
rehearsal dinner in the
flea.
Murray-, as .-bestman Covered .with white lace
She completed • her Groomsmen were Robbie. extending to the floor.. reception hall of the
church.
bridal ensemble with a Harwood of Rolla. Mo
The four-tiered cake-had
•
The bridal couple chose
lace crown from which Dun Kirby and Anthony -a flowing water fountain
this time to present gifts
flowed a tiered fingertip Cole of-Padueah
on the first.tier The five•
to their :MeatlailtS
length veil of silk illusion. - - Keith Houston of. Mur- branched . gold
She carried a cascade of ray and Jerry Bobo of candelabrum with
Bridal event
burgundy and pink silk Nashville. Tenn., served greenery adorned the
Among the events
rosebuds. stephanotis as ushers and table
given in honor of the
and baby's breath.
candlelighters.
On the refreshment bride was a coffee at the
Miss Patty McIntyre of - The groom wore a table also covered in University Branch of the
Kevil was the - maid Of black - formal tuxedo. White- lace was an 'ar- Bank Of MiirraY.
honor. Bridesmaids were Groomsmen and ushers rangement of burgundy' Hostesses included Mrs
Tani, Kinsey of Murray were attired in silver and pink roses. Silver and Pat McRey nolds. .Mrs.
and Debbie Kirby and grey tuxedoes trimmed in crystal appointments Charlotte ,Mel)ougal and
Amanda Shelton of black.
Mrs Lavern McDougal
were used

By MR& R.D. KEY
ItiSt week were Mr
and
Jan. 111, 1963
Mrs Berthal Grooms.
Mr and Mrs I Mel! Mr and Mrs Grnol
Hopkins. Kenny • KIM and Boyd Ann Paschall,
Kurk of Ohio visited last Johnnie Janes. Mr. and
week-end with Mrs Mrs Howard Morris.
Wits Hopkins and Mrs Myrtle Vandyke., Bertie
Ovie Wilson
Jenkms, Hilda Orr anti
Mr and Mrs Henry Mr and Mrs Glynn Orr
.Sykes have been sick Mrs Paschall was admitseveral days with flu ted again at tieriry CounRev and Mrs Warren ty Hospital Satuuiay
Sykes were supper guest Jan 8 Mr anti Mrs
of Mr and Mrs Jerry Glynn Orr 'anti Dorothy
Mrt'ree.Saturday night
Sy kes went with her
Hardin Jenkins had
V isiturs in to see her in
heart surgeryiii the
hospital were the
Parkview Hospital in Rev
James Phelps. WarNashville few day s ago
ren Sykes. Sir anti Mrs
Mrs Jenkins and Mr and
Howard Morris. Mr anti
-Mrs Charles Marko, Mrs
Ralph Gallimore,
tiave been with him
Homer Past-hall, Charles
- Mr and Mrs Clerris Pas,Rall. Mrs Itonald
Wilson and lavettia. Mr Malr ay , Mrs lir v a
and Mrs Mabern Key Paschall, Mrs Bertie
and Mrs. Lodell Bedwell Jenkins. Hilda Orr, Kay.
visited Mrs Ovie Wilson Nialray Morris Jenkins.
in Parts Manor tilts week- 14 Rev atill Mrs .1erry
end. '"
,,er. Jewel Nance and
Mrs Homer Paschall 15 "M,ry Stu: lit Ipper
in Henry (*minty Hospital
Visitors in to see me the
suffering With arthritis
past week were I anita I Int
Visitors in to see Mrs on Wednesday , Mr arid
Jessie Past hall at holm. -Sits MIK amtt Morris tin
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secood nine weeks at Turner. Melts.sa York.
Calloway County high Rick %%it:oiler and Sands
School has been released Walker
by Jerry Amley... priii
Juniors
cilial. as follows
Sheila 114-4Laniliti roma
Making All A's
Brown. 1 ..ti[Ito-keen.
Seniors
hill I. 4.• II is n
it II
Beach. Carl ('hildress.
.1cff I ),,
tv,1‘
Andersiin Tina Housiten. lin.timpil
I r44a41% Mt!.114
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•
Juniors
Futrell. Day; ill 14.01%
Lisa Chaney,
Ike Shannon F'orit. Li, y
Jai
Harlan, J.
!tin,
P.ins !lookup.. mole
Myers, Melissa Hansen , t ;at% I la w s
Richer-son Renee Tay lor
Tony.. Kirks I
m411 itivsha Smith
Kiser. Ante Ni. 14.40'
Sophomores
Sheila Met lure Smati,ta
Mark
Tracey ,Aidler. Tony !Melton Cui
Brown:Jon 1 )rte.'r:-Milkal
'Vs ',inn.. Vt it
tli Pett
t ;miles. Joanna Herndon. Molly lines, Lisa
Jennifer RI, e 1 eland
KiSer and Renee Young
Steely , Faultily I red..
Freshmen
Swift
Chris
1.aur.it Alton, Corey W1'4111 I• I
I lit
Unit-. Tim Weatherford
and Beth Woodall
alIld 1.1%41
All A's and B's
Sophomores
Seniors
Mark Arnett
1 in,,
Keith Alibi-Men Cmily
Ba-izell, Doug Brown. Baker. Angela Balentine.
r;ina Colson, Jill Glenna Biles F.,1 Cr tit
Burkeen, Brent Canter. chfield I-: hilt'. Intim
Shelby Edwards. Anna Melome Futrell Rai hel
Garland. I )(maid 1i ai 4.
Erwin, Jeff Garrison,
Dieu n Hair" K4.11%
Raymond t;ratly .
Reim, Amu-.
Noreen 1 1erntiton. Teresa
Jones, Vickie Houghton. John keh.o, 44,1 Ni,,: tin
Mark Hutson, Jill J041) Lambert. I ii ii.'
Johnson, Allen Miller. Past kill. Kett Pearson.
Christy McCallon,
Mike orf , Fri.
Roberts. Br act Skiruirr.
_
Billy Murray. Reno, Sharon 1 1t'mu'..- Thoitip
Peeler. Billy P•Pool. son, ii1N1110 lii. kyr . 1 tale
Terri Smith, Teresa %'nught. Mark WaHrop

Paducah, which is *the
center of governmental
service in West Kentucky." he said.
To earn an MPA
degree.-:a student must
complete 36 hours of
course work. Half of the
hours are in required
courses and half are in
elective courses which
%011 enable the student to

Further MPA program
information may be obtamed by contacting Dr.
George James, College of
Business and Public. Aifairs. Murra
State
University. Murray. Ky.,
42071, telephone 15021 762235

Infant mortality rate high
ISTANBUL, Turkey
(API -- Turkey's infant
mortality rate of 15 percent is among the highest
In the world. the Turkish
branch of the lnternational Family Planning
Association said.
Of the approximate
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3594 Lone Oak Rd.
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family planning seminar
for industrial workers at
the Aegean port city of Izmir

Ron
Joyce's

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL

Steak-N-Shrimp

$499

1 Oz Chow!

$349

Both include:1
Mice of P t to &jiLroIl and All you can eat

SALAD BAR
•

t1Si 751.3117, j
Needltee
Aest.
753.1157.
•

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN

Please call Tom
for Congratulations
A AA

II ,

died, according to a
report presented at a
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Md ill tying hpipfut fotpunetton pius cards
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
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/2 Century Birthday
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James will teach course at Paducah City Hall
graduate credit.
"The purpose of the
MPA program is to
facilitate the professional
development of persons
currently employed by
pubic agencies. nonFirofit organizations, or
organizations whose
primary purpose is to
assist public agencies
and non-profit organizations," he said. "It will
also prepare persons for
professional employment
In such agencies."
Murray State began offering the MPA program
on the campus in 1975 It
now offers extension programs at Fort Campbell
and Eddyville.
"We are-pleased to extend the MPA program to

s

Calloway High honor roll released

V

Murray State University is expanding its Master
of Public Administration
(MPA program into the
Paducah area by offering
Its first extended campus
course this spring.
Dr. George James,
director of the program
In the Department of
Political Science and
Legal Studies of theCollege of Business- and
Public Affairs, identified
the course to be offered in
Paducah as Political
Science 675, Intergovernmental Relations.
It will meet from 6 to 9
p.m. on Mondays at City
Hall, beginning Jan. 24.
James will teach the
course, which carries
three semester hours of

Saturday anti Sara.. Ruby.
Owen till Sunday diet
noon
The. Rev Warren Sy kes
visited Mr and Mrs
Gay Ion Morris Friday
Gay Ion was able to atten,1
church Sunday
.
David Boyd visited Mr
and Mrs C.arttol itov.t
Sunday, Jan 9
The Itev mid MI.,
Warren Sy kes. Alit.It
Sykes and Mrs Jewel
Key were supper guests
of the Rev and Mt,
Jerry I et- on Ft
Visitors later wet,
11 a r
n and Ste
Paschall
Mrs Car he it Pas, ht.
and Starily it Pa.chall at
es 0.
tended clan-, hi set
Central Point Stin,la%
They along with Nit-.
Joetta l'as, hall and
Steve. and Slit, 11 Sv k.
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Mr and Mrs i ;al
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Area chuottiettiviirciunce -schedulesfor Sunday*s meetings and seiiiiites.
Various churches in the
city and county have announced meetings and
serifICINI for Sunday. Jan
23,as follows Hanoi Baptist
Ths Rev. Jaws,' T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services at Hazel
Baptist Church Gene Orr
Miller will direct music
with Gwyn Key as
organist and Oneida
White as pianist
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev Calvin C
Wilkins. Pastor will

speak about "What It
Means To Be A Christian" at 11 am.and about
"Sin Was To Blame" at
• 15 p.m. services at Elm
Grove Baptistehurch.
Kerry Vasseur will
"direct the choir as they
stag "I'm Gonna Lift Up
The Name of Jesus" at
morning hour.. Sonlight
will sing "Turn, Turn,
Turn" at evening hour
Accompanists will be
Glenda Rowlett and
Paula K insolv mg.
Bethel and
Brooks Chapel

The Rev. Dean
Woodard will preach at
9:30 a.m. at Bethel
United Methodist Church
and at 11 a.m. at Brooks
Chapel UM Church. His
subject will be
Opening Of Peter's
Eyes and Mind" with
scripture from Acts 10 129
The Administrative
Board will meet at
Brooks Chapel after morning worship The evening service at 6 p m. will
be at Bethel with a meal
and singing.

Wa

Goshen Methodist
The Rev, Roland Jones,
pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. service at Goshen
United Methodist Church.
He will be assisted by
i'nover Parker.
Sunday School with
Ronnie Hutson as
superintendent will be at
10 a.m Choir practice led
by Mike Brupn will be at
6 30 p m.
Presbyterian
The Rev R.E Rabalin,
pastor. will speak about
"The Whole World Matters To God" with scnp-

ture from Jonah 4 and
Matthew 5:43-46 at 11:45
a.m. service at First
Presbyterian Church.
The Church Choir will
sing the anthem.
"Awakri My Heart."
with Amy Jarman as
director and Cynthia
Scribner as acccenpanist.
Church School will be at
9.30 a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at 10:50
a.m. and 5.30 p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church.

The Olen% directed by
Leland Peeler, win Mng
"Something Happened
On That Mountain" With
Dwane Jones and Anita
Smith as accingsnists.
The Youth Choir *ill sing
at the evening service.
Sunday School will be
at 9:43 a.m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. William COX,
pastor, will 1p91 at 11
a.m. and 6: p.m. services at Calvary Temple.
Rick Clenden will lead
the song service with
Donnie Peal and Stacey

SUPER
JANUARY SALE
WATCH OUR ADS ALL MONTH
THE VALUES WILL KEEP COMING

Thermal
Underwear

Toddler
Flannel Shirts,.

Ladies
Sportswear

_ Now 99c
Now '7.'99 :ot ot-i

Now 3.99

Orig.

Crrig 1616 50 1,'

flannel shirt .

'

witri Button front

Orib. $18435. Choose
_frorn_dressy blouses. •
sweaters and shirts
in solids prints, and
stripes.

.

Insulated
Coveralls

Now 24.99-Ong S47 ,.

and chest pocket
Assorted Plaids in
•
..wes 2T-4T

Pants And
Jeans

Orig. $18430. Slacks
in belted and pullon style in solid
colors.

Now 5.gg
.

'

Orig. 14.99-$20
Assorted skirts
in polyester and
polyester/wool
blends.

Orig. $11-$19. Boys
and girls assorted
pants and jeans Choose
from cords twills denims
poly/cottons and more'
Boys sizes 8-16 Girls
sizes 7-14.

Stalls as accompanists.
Sunday School will be
it 10 a.m. An inlercessory prayer time
will be at6 p.m.
- /Int lillatbsdist
Dr. Walter 'E.
Mischke.Jr., will speak
about "Falling In Love'
with scripture from John
13:1-17 M 10:50 cm, seevices at First United
Methodist Church.
The Chancel Choir with
Paul Shahan as director
and ,Bea Farrell as
organist will sin "There
Is A Balm In Gilead."
The Chapel Choir.
directed by Larrie Clark,
will wag "Light of the
World We Hail Thee.
Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m. and Focus On
The Family Film will be
at6:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Dr. Jerrell White.
pastor, will speak at 10:50
a.m. and 7 p.m. services
at Memorial Baptist
Church. Jim Carlin,
deacon of the week, will
assist.
Milton Gresham will
direct the Sanctuary
Choir as. they sing
"Behold, He Corneal!"
with Margaret and
Michael Wilkins as accompanists. The Youth
Choir will sing at the
evening service.
Seventh& Poplar
John Dale .will speak
about "Opportunities for
Involvement" with scripture from Romans 12:44
at11-.30 and 10:40a.m. services and about "There
They Crucified Him"
with scripture from Luke
23:33 at 6 p.m. at Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Assisting will be Jerry
Bolls,- Ray Karraker,
Adrian Cloys, Ronnie
Sills, Terry McDougal,
Danny Cleaver, Rodney
Lowe. Ron Mc-Nutt, Amos
Hill, Tommy Carraway,
Don Spiceland, Jack
Ward, Glen B. Gibbs,
John C. Steele, Max
Walker, James Thui:'
mond, Kenneth Grogan,
Jamie Potts, B. Steve
Simmons, Denny Jones
and Gary Rowland.
Hazel and
Mason's Chapel
- The Rev. John Churchwell will speak at 10
a.m. service at Hazel
United Methodist Church
and at 11 a.m. service at
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Sunday School with
Frank Coles as director
will be at 9:45 a.m. at
Mason's Chapel, and with

J.W. Jones as director at
11 a.m.at Hazel.
Sinking Spring
-The Rev. Eddie Young
will speak about "The
Tribulation" with scrip.
tare teem leash 43:14 at
.11 am and about "The
Center of the Gospel"
with scripture from Acts
8:30-37 at 7 p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Fred Phillips
will speak on "Men and
Missions" also at 11 a.m.
For Baptist Men's Day
Paul Henderson. and
Kevin Sitton will sing a
duet at I) a.m. and Sitton
will sing a solo at 7 p.m
First Christian
Dr. David Roos,pastor,
will speak about "The
Third Way" with scripture from Mark 12:13-17
at 10:45 a.m. service at
First Christian Church.
The,Choir will sing the
anthem, "Rejoice In The
Lord," with Margaret
Boone as director and
Maxine Clark as
organist.
Assisting will be Joey
Lovell, Scott McKeel,
Eugene Scott, Auburn
Weis, Don McCord, Ron
Cella, M.C. Ellis, Mack
Hayes, Mike Holton, Bob
Washam, Johnny
Williams, Frances Churchill and Mary Virginia
Hall.
First Baptist
Dr. Gary Cook, director
of Church and Staff Support Division of Baptist
Sunday School Board,
Nashville, Tenn., will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6
p.m. services at First
Baptist Church. Assisting
will be the Rev. G.T.
Moody, DK.- Thomas
Hogancamp, Dr. Kenneth
Winters and Charles Vinson.
At 14;45 Tern Taylor
and Keith Roberts will
sing a duet, and the
Church Choir will sing
"Spirit of God." At 6 p.m.
Ronnie Oliver will sing a
solo, and the Ladies Choir
will sing "Do You See The
Reason." Wayne Halley
is music director with
Joan Bowker and Allene
Knight as accompanists.
Episcopal The Rev. David Robinson, vicar, will direct Holy Eucharist services at 8
and 9:45 a.m. at St.
John's Episcopal Church.
Assisting will be Missy
George, Helen Dayley,
Jeff Sickel, Carl Mowery,
Nancy Schempp, John
Hart, Anissa Mahfoud,
Michele Timmerman and
Brian Krixan.

'r

Men 1s Slacks

Dorm hirts

Girl's Tops

No 9.99 Now 2.99
1

Orig. 15.99-528. Make
your selection from tweed
looks flannels and polyesters
Men's sues 30-38

Sweaters

IP

N ow 5.99

Orig. $11-12. Ladies
comfortable pullover
dorm shirts in
assorted styles and colors
Sizes S M L

Selected
Robes and Gowns

Orig. 511-513. Choose
from pullover, dressy
and turtleneck Styles in
assorted Colors Sizes 7-14

P

Now 5.99

Orig. 515-532. Ladies
assorted robes and
gowns Sizes S M L

515. Ladies vinyl
'Super organizer - Shoulderbag
and handbag styles White
tan. taupe or cream

Heavyweight
Jackets

Handbags

Gloves

Now
3.99
Now19.99

Now 3.99

Orig. 29.99-39.99. Men s Jackets
in quitted polyeSters Ski-look and parka

Orig. $11-522. Ladies
canvas Of vinyl Styles
Choose from tan, red. rust
or black

Orig. 59-514. Women s
gloves featuring leathers,
'vinyls, acrylics, ski mittens
knits and dress Styles

Flannel Shirts

Men's Gloves

Legwarmers

Now 5.99 Now 2 99
•

Orig. 8.99-9.99. Men s
plaid flannel shirt in
WO°. cotton and polylcotton
styles Sizes S. M. L XL
AMMO
bisc

Orig. 3.99-517. Fashion
gloves With warmth
Choose from knits, leather
palms and Leathers

1

Handbags

Now 9.99 Now 9.99
Orig. $26. Men s
good looking sweaters
in V-neck crewneck and
cardigan styles S M L

SOME EXPLANATIONS

Now 3.99
Orig. 5II-57. Ladies
acrylic legwarmers
in solida and.patterns
Cuff!Op One size fits all

lasswoar

Re

Chestnut HIlls ShOppirigaffiletMurray, Kentucky
'Catalog Phone(512)75
.
4080...
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I. WHAT WE SELILVI AND TEACH:
A. The Ibis to be the &vise, infellble weed of Cod,
mod meshes se wren es cesttrodictissis. Ube 17:17
word is snot"(we ese the kleg levees Versies)
I. We believe is ealy oft God. That Uses Christ
(Nob. 1:3)"The express Woes if his person."(Cid. 2:9
"Pee Is him Iwelleth ell the fellness if the Godhead be&
ly." Ws ere eel "isms Owly," whatever the deckles Is
ef which se on seems te Men.
C. That seas is by miters e sinner end most repeat so
cordless te toile 13:3 Acts 2:38 • Acts 17-38.
D. le baptized by immersion
water is the
Lord Uses Christ for the remissiee ef sifts as.H
to Lake 34:47 • Acts 2:311•8•16 10:48 19:2-Ien. 6:
Col. 3:)7 order to obey Melt. 28:19.
I. UM the baptism ef the Holy Ghost is fee
believer teary end spooks is ether teepee (Imps'ss
es the spirit gives ensconce @curdles S. Acts 2:1-4
1I44-45 19:6 slams with malty ether saipteres
mold be seed.
T. The? Softest (Christ-Ike) is Is should be e
of Ifs for the Christina I Peter 1: • I Mess. 5:22.
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A. The &OW Pentecostal Chard b New Cenand h
mailer el the Suited PenIecestli Chords
but Is sever* is its swaths by Its ewe erste=
church gevenessat,
It. property seseaged by
pester sod two ethers et the sespregstien Wows
Invitees. Nem. 12-11. "Net sloshful Is Imishiess."
sherd property is net mead by sig e9s hdleliaels
sue
3. OW HAMS TO EXPLAIN:
N his bees sold thus we ere rideciaot to assess
we helm sad teach, nate seserety, we steed ready
impish end disease whet we prowl with sty ledlelipal
yelp ef idhidesis at any this. We weld considerIt
beast S.have*at prielleps.
4. lime Me Modes end tape ashilisty evallehis

- sited Pentecostal Gera
444 Um Caseerd. Iii. 42476 .
MidstaIIDi Posta Phase 436-5369 -
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Kelly's Termite &
Pest Control

Service times listed for area churches

We Use Plastic and Wood
Treatment For Mold lunges 753.1,4'4

sundoy school lesson
by

.mmennome
..

UNIVERSITY
GULF
L.D. Workman - Ownor

Lake 15:11-54

fl,r1T1. this young man left

The day Came when the
7 m.o. -11 p.m.
Regularly
youngest son thought he
Fri. & Set.,
Ilreskfsit Served knew- more than his
-Midnight
7
father and chafed under
7.... .10:30
the • restraints of the
WRECKER
parental relation.
SERYKE
and
Intoxicated with the
Air Conditioning
Twee-Ups
lure of sights unseen and
Servke
5 Points
of experiences untried,
SERVICE
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Virginia man-offers $800,000for-permission-tottillillionle on British island
TAZEWELL. Va. (AP)
"My aim would be just
- He lives alone with two to build a home there."
German shepherds and
Ratliff said as he showed
cat named Tom in a slides of the island during
mountaintop mansion an interview in his living
- near the hamlets of Frog room. -1 guess maybe 1
Level and I Jberty
, would be a pioneen"
A.M "Smiley" Ratliff,
Ratliff- visited Henderis a farm boy who made. son and Pitcairn. about
good, a man who made a halfway between New
fortune mining coal in Zealand and Panama,
southwest Virginia, an about two years ago in a
area he now travels an a chartered. 60-foot
black Rolls-Royce
sailboat
Hut at age 57, Ratliff is
You see." he said,
looking for a new fr(m- spitting tobacco juice into
101. Hr believes he's a empty.yogurt cup, "we
found it on an uninhahited want to get as far away as
South Pacific island
possible and still be-Close
Ratliff is offering enough that normal air$800,000 to the j4 craft and stuff ran
residents of Pitcairn operate This is the
Island. is British colony perfect place "
first settled by IllUtlflerrIS
Ratliff hopes the
(Iran the II M S Pount,
, British government will
ii
17.01 In return. he approve his offer so he
hopes the British govern- can leave the United
Ilicnt will grant him per
States in less than a year
ltlissiofi ti
a lie said he is offering the
home on Henderson aid with no strings atIsland. 100 mile, nor- tached, to help the peotheast of Pitriiirr,
ple, just to go to their

aid "
RaUiff's ideas for hell*
tag the islanders, who
would be his closest
neighbors, include
building concrete black
hotagm to replace their
termite-ridden wooden
homes and constructing
an airfield on Pitcairn so
the islanders would have
easier access to medical
care on Tahiti, 1,200 miles
away
Henderson Island
would be the site of a
larger airstnp that could
handle a Cessna 208 cargo
plane
Ratliff said the real
mirk of cleanng away the
subtropical undergrowth
that covers Henderson
would begin once he lands
with hts party of about 15
employees
He plans to return
regularly to Virginia to
tend to business interests,
which include a motel,
shopping centers, 5.000
head of cattle and 20.000

a

acres of land in Tazewell
and surrounding COUDties, but eventually wants
to retire to the island and
die there
-I'm trying to sell out
of most of 'my
businesses," he said. "It
was a lot of fun to work 30
hours a day, but even if
you're made out of steel it
wears you out. I'm chop
ped up pretty bad and
want to get away from
civilization."
Then, there's promise
of renewal of his spirit
through physical labor.
To me, the most
beautiful word in the
English language is
work,•• Ratliff said.
"You're measured by the
jot) you did on this Earth.
Michelangelo wasn't
measured by the rounds
of golf he played "
A sense of adventure
also draws Ratliff to
South Pacific He said
people have warned him
there's no water on the

penetrated the area or
the people."
Proud of his English
heritage, Ratliff. who is
divorced, has a painting
at Sir Francis Ratlyffe.

the Bounty crew — incleat( mutiny leader
Christian — and
Tahitian
are •'the
people you ever
saw," Ratliff said. "They
remind me Virginians
50 years ago. The evils of
civilization have not

Island, but he's confident badges, saying "This is of
there is sufficient rainfall
to MI storage cisterns.
But the cost will Fletcher
What about power'
women.
Ratliff said he can take laming craft, supplies, a
The islanders
along generators, but
kindest
also is exploring the use
of solar power
al
Asked how much the
venture will cod. Ratliff Island, most

something we don't
know
Include a small ship, a
tractor and other equipment.
Ratliff also is fond of
-the regidents of Pitcairn
descendents

an eighth greatgrandfather, hanging
beside his own portrait

Pastor to teach adult Bible study

The Rev. Charles 0.
Church,
Children. and served
Dinkins, pastor of First Baptist
Mayfield, for eight years. for
as Bible professor at MidBaptist Church, He has spoked at many Continent College.

Lawrenceburg. Tenn..
will be the teacher for the
Bible Study for adults at
the Westside Baptist
Church, 1011 North 15th St.
Sessions for all ages
will be at 7 p.m. from
Sunday, Jag. 23, through
Friday. Jan. 21, according to the Rev. Don
Farmer, pastor, who invites the public to attend.
Rev. Dinkins has served as pastor of five churches and served as
associate pastor of First

Charles0 Dinkins

revival meetings. Bible Mayfield. He has travelConerences and lectures. ed in Israel, Lebanon.
The guest speaker Rome, Athens, Egypt.
received his education Austria, Switzerland,
from Memphis State London and several
University, Union points in European-area
Other class teachers
University, Southwestern
will
include TamniN
Theological Seminary
and Gadsden State Junior Paschall, Meta Matheny .
College..He co-authored Susie Scott, Winnie
the Zondervan *Pastor's Gould, Starr Covey, Wanda Walker, Sherri Ross
Annual in 1975 and 1977.
Bill and Sarah Crir
Dinkins is writer of Bi- Hank and Joanna Adams.
ble Study series on Pro- Fommy Scott and Da v!,1
verbs and Life of Jesus .Smotherman.
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ITS "FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE" FROM MURRAY STATE
CAMPUS WIDE
SPIRIT CONTESTS

TICKET WINDOW OPENS
7 p.m.

OVC NETWORK
INCLUDES SIX
REGIONAL STATIONS
45 COAST TO COAST

FREE BLUE AND GOLD
SHAKERS TO BE GIVEN
AWAY AT GATE

MSU LITTLE RACERS
TO PERFORM FOLLOWING
LADY RACER GAME

COME WATCH RACERS
RISK 13-GAME
WIN STREAK-

"LET'S PACK RACER ARENA"
MIDDLE TENNESSEE 1IN7111-1)

OVC CONFERENCE STANDINGS

MURRAY STATE LINEUP
20.6$
6-6 Glen Green
45.1)
6-8 Sammy Curran
(19.0)
6-7 Ricky Hood
6-3 Brian Stewart
18.41
5710 Lamont Sleets

Murray State
Akron
Youngstown
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State .
Eastern Kentucky
Austin l'eay
Middle Tennkidi-c

REBOUND LEADERS
Ricky Hood
Glen Green

Overall
13-1
9-5
9-5
4:i
.6-4i
4-9
8-8
3-11

5-0
3-1
2-2
2-2
2-2
2-2
1-3
0-5

6-5 th4 apt.. 4 horse%
64; Dimg I !psi:milt,:
f; 10 Raleigh rtiob e
6-3 I.:iliac Dims
S- 10 Vilward I'err

REBOUND LEADERS
Doug Lipscomb

Southern States

COMPARE

Order your fertilizer now and

(ALL ME

Feature for
feature, dollar
for dollar, no
other desktop
plain paper r
copier matches

TOSHIBA'S
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201 South 6th 753-9627
%tail 11111111
C41.41•••••
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NW MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
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and bletteete etts•inters
lcastptitheuetve tvealth
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605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Forget Our Ceousgokt•
Alleeldies & Roaster Shops
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DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
7S3 -044S

Banquet Facilities
Murray, Ky.

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
753-1319

Industrial Rd.

BODY WORK
is our
business

Seafood Buffet

Saturday Night
Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
Deluxe Buffe

KENLAKE STATE
PARK
G ROOM
. DININ
474-2211
Avrore

Num. 94

Ross Insurance
Agency
Auto
Iliameweers
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Tucker TV
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All the Shield you'll ever need

Friday Nights
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Bedtime basketball big hit for OVC
Tonight's 10:30 basketball game between host
Murray State and Middle Tennessee marks the
third late-night television venture by the Ohio
Valley Conference network.
From the brainchild of OVC commissioner Jim
Delaney has come a unique experiment in live
tel....vision exposure for a league which is often
regarded as not ready for prime time.
Although the games are televised at an unusual
hour, the OVC is operating on the "better late than
never" philosophy
As executive director of the televised package
ileal. Delaney deserves a lot of credit for founding
an ideal recruiting tool and school promotion gambit Delaney sold the idea to the various stations and
thus far none of the games have brought much
,lisappointment to fani anticipating quality televised basketball
Acourding to OVC Sports Information Director
Jon Verner. the response to t,he two- peevidias "Frilay Night lave" telecasts has been very positive.We don't have any figures, but most of the comments from people in the area who watched the
games were very favorable. We've been pleased
with the results so far." Verner said. Verner also
duuble.s as the producer for the individual games
and he talked about the ups and downs of the project
to da te
'We've had two very fine ballgames to far. The
first one. Austin Peay and Morehead,came down to
virtually the Iasi shot. And Tennessee Tech put on a
strong comeback igainst Murray and made that
really exciting. We haven't had a blowout
et "

And technical difficulties have been limited as well, Verner added. •• Nothing major has happened,
knock on wood, but we did have some problems in
the first game because of a lack of exiierience on
our part"
When Morehead trimmed Austin Iteay. 6140, the
game ended 25 minutes short of the minimum twohour time limit for the- teleast. Past-game interviews were hastily arranged at courtside and the
trouble began
"It was crazy,— Verner remembered."Rvery kid
in that place got between the announcer and the
person interviewed. They were popping in and out.
waving hands and making faces ... We were going
nuts in the command truck outside screaming for
someone to clear everyone out (from behind the intenhe wers I."
Sherwin Clift, Austin Peay sports information
direCtor, made a valant effort to shoo the students.
and hecklers iiivay. but as he'd sweep them to one
side others would fill in behind him.
"We lust weren't prepared for anything like

that," Verner laughed afterwards,. Now we have
ushers and people ready in case we run into that
situation again We're learning something with
each telecast."
Although the telecasts are only two games old.
Verner says the project is a sound foundation for
future ventures.
"Right now these five kames are the only definite
tv games we have in the OVC. but were working on
getting the(We tournament televised Everything
is Iffy right now,though."
For an- initial project the OVC has fallen into a
gold mine, especially in the l'ennessee and Kentucky markets. The two Ohio-based schools _
Youngstown and Akron may not be benefitting as
ntnch in their areas because no northern stations
haveioined the.0VC network yet Perhaps in the
future they will, Verner says
-If Akron and Youngstown come up with pretty
good 'seasons thus year and have good teams next
year too. we'nught break into the tv market up
there The problem _in Oho, is the °nowt ition with
•
pro ball.
'The otno market is-very pro4)rrented. then Ohio State is next It won't be\e,asy breaking iii. but who
knows""
oit with its version
For now the OVC will be
of bedtime basketball with visuoh of megabucks
and more exposure in the future Ont tiprovernent
the network will he looking into will tca,turning
in the
enough profit to reward the individual tea
conference with monetary returns
Right now the OVC inernberft have to be co
tent with intangibles like exposure- :- ifitt re, rioting
.
benefits instead of large c ash pa)ba.! ks .

Murray State risks
13-game win streak

Hallsays SEC lead up for grabs,
no single game controls crown.
I.EXIN4;10N,'Ky
Kentucky Coach
_his tram's Southeastern
I onference basketball
lash with Vanderbilt.
Saturday night won't be a
major Ia.-tor in the
Icag to: title chase The game. matching
ith 4-2 SEC
Mat ks will decide which
games on the road and is
tA In have sole possession
an the cellar at
of. The league lead., but.. -"But to say Alabama is
Hall feels that every out of it is a mistake,"
team is still in the battle Haill.said "They are not
for the crown
out of it. They have a
i toe must look ahead to chance to get back in the
the sei oral half of the race and it's going to be
league's 111-ganre round- interesting to see what
he(Iule, to the they do'
Hall said he was glad
traiti must
plo on the road. before Kentucky will play five of
aNsessitig ati)ohe's title its last nine SEC games
chances. Hall said Thurs- :at home.
•'There's no easy place
da
to play on the road. but
Alabama, fur example,
think,. we're at a
has pliied four SE(' disadvantage because of

THE THINKER — Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner Jim Delaney observes the production ci
his brainchild, late-night basketball games. Last
week he attended the Murray State-Tennessee Tech
game sand he is scheduled to be in Murray tonight
for the Murray State-liliddla Tennessee clash (10:30
.m. tipoff). Tonight is the third of five late-night
C games on tap this season.

Murray State will rik ()VC Player of the Week, ,
its continuing' siiccess , is averagin
„
--is„
20.6
.„tui
points
salia_tonighL (10- 38 p m while-Hood
. -for,
tip-off i as the Racers and 19.0 and Sleets. .Nean-'
their 13-game winning tributing 18.4 points per
streak become the target outing.
of Middle Tennessee
Murray State leads the
before a regional televi- series with the Blue
stun audience at Racer Raiders 72-20, including a
streak of 27 consecutive
. Arena
In addition to their im- MSU final advantages
pre&sive string- • of vie- between 1933 and 1954.
The Blue Raiders hand- tories,. the Racers will
. also be attempting to pro- ed Murray State two of its
wet a perfect 543 con- most memorable losses
ferenee mark and early -last season, including a,
- . lead in the OVC San- 56-54 setback in-the first
round of the OVC bournsdings
-There is room for im- ment. Middle Tennessee
provement on our team also spoiled the Racers
but I have to compliment hopes for sole possession
our players for their abili- of the OVC crown and the
ty to rise up and meet the right to host the league
- challenge each night,” tournament with a 70-53
—said MSU coach Rop win over Murray State
'
Greene. "That's the late in the season.
'-Murray State's Glen
,mark of a good club."
Green and Lamont Sleets
The Middle Tennessee have Made a lasting imcontest marks the Racers —pae-t----in ---the---sehoont

the way teams play when _ and looking for his
we come in to their shots." 11011 said -11e's
-the pre-moire
pleee-,-1' he said:- At- -putting
seernic - they platy better on himself by taking onl
against us. than they do seven or eight shots a
'game Maybe we're not
against each other "
Meanwhile, Hall said, impressing on him
the No II -ranked enough that we need him
Wildcats are trying to to shoot
"I've -said 'several
battle out of a month-long
slump that has plagued ilium that Derrick is too
guard Jun Master and good a person. too consforward Derrick Hord in * ientious oward-- -his
teammates and he's. not
particular_
asserting himself I think
• Master hit just one of • INA keeps him from being
nine held goal attempts as good-a player as he can
Monday in a 7043 victory
over Florida and Hord
Dirk Minniefield also
isn't getting enough has played errato ally
shots. Hall said
and has blamed himself
"Jain's just not for each poor showing,
But Hall defended Ins
shooting well He's not
even shooting well in senior point iitliard, saydon't think Dirk
practice," Hall said He ing,
likened Master to a- could be blamed for
baseball player in -a- bat- _ something _ That has
spread over the whole
.ting slump
Hord is not a(irking squad"

of the regular-season
schedule with seven of
the final - 13 -encounters
staged at Racer Arena.

HOT STUFF — Murray State's Ricky Hood slams
home two points against Southern IllinoisEdwardsville. Tonight he leads his Racers in a
televised home game against Middle Tennessee.
Staff photo by Chris Evans

'
4 WHY HAVE
OPEN
RECORDS
IN KENTUCKY?

The Hair Hut
A Double Special

Murray State's' explosive offense, which
leads the OVC in scoring
84.60, field goal percentage .52.21 and point
margin i 12.5. is a tripod
attack built around the
scoring of seniors. forward (lien Green. senior
center Ricky Hood and
junior guard Lamont
Sleets.
Green. a three-time

Green, with five rebounds
In the Racers' victory
over SIU-Edwardsville,
moved into a tie for 13th
place on MSU's all-time
rebounding chart. He is
now 21 rebounds behind
12th-place Mike Coleman.
Green ranks 11th on the
school's career scoring
list 11,264 points just 11
points behind 10th-place
Stewart Johnson (1.273).
Sleets is ninth on the
List U.285) 85 behind
eighth-place • Jkn Jennings I 1,370).

through

The Kentucky Open
Records Law
rxotects the rights
of every citizen of
ttia Conveiwywee/th
You have itiet as
much authority
under this law to
're* most
records, tot
instance, as any
fulvillesper reporter
N you we prevented
from seeing • public
record, you can
complain lo the
office of the
Kentucky Attorney
General, *VIM hes
the power to help.
The government's
begirt's" yourbushes*.

January Only...
2 Perms for
the price of One
Reg. 38.50(namebrands)
Bring a friend and

Price includes Cut and Style

(Both perms must be given
on'the some day)

urryl

s

CallPaulette pr Margie
-for on appointment now!
75375695

.Mother Nature and an
invitational tournament
have already caused a
few changetin local high
sch-cart--basketball
schedulei. specifleaTIY-at
Calloway County High.
Thursday night's ice
and snow storm brought
the postponement of the
only varsity game
scheduled — Calloway
County's Lady Lakers
hosting St. Mary's.
The game will be

played later in the
season, but no official
date has been established.
Saturday's game between Calloway County
and Murray High at Murray State will be played,
according to Jim Greer,
Calloway assistiCht
superintendent, as of 10
a.m. Friday.
Saturday's tipoff for
the girls game will be
6:30 p.m. and the boys
will play afterwards.
In other schedule
changes, Calloway's boys
will host Carlisle County,
Feb.1 2, in a game
postponed from Monday
because Carlisle was invited to participate in the
statewide LIT Tournemint this week.
Also,the Saturday tearsing girl' basketball
'games for 4gradel • 44
have been cancelled, according to CCHS leach
John Orr.
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SCOREBOARD

Unpopular McEnroe ousts Clerc
NEW YORE IAP)
might not have been a
popular victory, but it
was a victory.
"I won, so that's the
main thing," John
McEnroe said after
disposing of Jose Luis
Clerc of Argentina 6-3, 6-4
in the quarterfinals est the
1400,000 Volvo Masters
tennis tournament Thurs(fay night at Madison
Square Garden.
"I thought I played all
right. I just didn't serve
as well as I could have,
and I think I need to serve
better if I'm gonna win
the tournament," the lefthander from New York
said.
The victory over Clerc
sends McEnroe against
the other half of the
Argentine Davis • Cup
team, Guillermo Vilas,
who stopped Andres
Gomez- of Ecuador 7-5,64. The two will meet. in
one of Saturday's
semifinals of this elite 12man field, where the winner of Sunday's final will
collect $100.000

hicEnroe_served a let.
The left-hander followed
vrith a (quit.
After Hammond said,
'Game. Clerc.'
McEnroe approached the
chair. Hammond checked
his scorecard and the
scorecard kept by the net
Judge.-then ordered that
the entire point be
replayed.
That sent Clerc to the
chair while the fans went
into an uproar, pounding

Masters
Tennis
Tournament

lirL Plowed liebsdele
71eme are UM
CHAMPIONSHIPS
PVCairemeendeb
libbetlyb Gam
m
Dallas at Mashogton.
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CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE S. WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.
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The two traded service Icarus, was sentenced to
breaks in the fourth and 20 years in prison for co-under a half-ton of prune Freeman McNeil will run fifth games of the second caine convictions Morris
Dallas beef. And John up. the yards and Todd set, then again in the must ser4 a minimum of
Riggins carried .the ball will hit just enough seventh and eighth IS years before becoming
only nine times for 26 bombs. Take the Jets.
games. But NicEnroe :eligible for parole
yards.
The Redskins can win %mink
only .if they score first
and build on their lead,
allowing Riggins to run,
run, run and permitting
Theismann to pick his
passing spots.
We think they won't
ASSETS
FIRST MOOT° Aill LOANS
We think the 'Skins are
ottani with's
hoping, not. believing
MAL {STAYS OWOSSO
Take the Cowboys.
flOVISTSAINTS AND SICUOITIIS
Sunday
PlaiD AMTS. LISS OtellICI A flOal
OTI4111/ Altar%
041111/11110041k1SS
American Conference
CASH ON PIANO AND IN SANAS
New York Jets plus
TOTAL ASSETS
vs. Miami Dolphins: It's
one thing to tee off on a
quarterback who does only one thing
• drop
straight back and throw,
throw, throw. The
Dolphins stampeded San
Diego's Dan Fouts into
submission last weekend.
They can't take such
liberties with the Jets'
Richard Todd. He can
drop back or roll out or
Just plain run. He's got an
awesome collection of
receivers and a solid
group of running backs.
Not that Miami is a
pushover. With Tony
Nathan back, the ground
game is backiln gear. But
can David Woodley.overcome the Jets' fierce pass
defense? Can the
SUPER N.O.W. ACCOUNT
Dolphins make it threeIn
,
1 0100•111 Is rho ,benr thing eloos•
A Swam SCOW Amount •f
a row over New York?
*flows you I. alrOest amanopy ow•Noot
allsodelnip ottengsattt. •'YON NO
We think not. We think
ratio milli flue cosivonlonto ad • donbliag amount As long as you away
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HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL BEGINS
1983 WITH NEW ACCOUNTS AND
BETTER INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES!
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1982 Pontiac T1000 5 Dr. air condition and more
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1177 Ford LTD Brougham, loaded, one
owner,
local.
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CHECK WITH US FIRST FOR THE BEST
LOCAL USED CARS IN TOWN.
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is a

Family Tradition

first set

specialists were on serve.
Also in Friday's mistakenly ruled their feet in the stands despe four breaks, goquarterfinals, third- McEnroe had committed and yelling their ing into the 10th game.
when Vilas finally closed
-seeded Ivan Lendl of a double-fault on break displeasure
his opponent when he
out
point,
then
reversed
After
with
confemng
Czechoslovakia will play Yannick Noah of France _himself and gave Ken Farrar. the Grand cashed in on his third
In the afternoon and top- McEnroe two more Prut supervisor. Ham- match point
"He
'
s obviously strong
mond said. "Play was
seeded Jimmy Connors serves. •
backcourt. '
the
from
just
the
people
delayed
by
the
chair
"I
think
will meet Johan Kriek at
wanted to get involved in Therefore, you must McEnroe said of Vitas
night.
'This court as a lot slower
it and that was the only replay the point."
Despite the victory, the thing that there was to "That's unbelievable." than I would like
feisty McEnroe was upset get involved in, even Clerc said. -because if Anything slow will favor
when the crowd of 1%,9415 though they had no idea it's a double fault, it's,a the clay court guys
- the largest of this what they were even in- double fault I don't think more •
week's 1912 Volvo Grand volved in," McErwoe it's normal to play No
Prix finale - appeared to Said.
more when you miss'At
be favoring Clem. The
It startid' when,
first serve "
biggest uproar came Clerc holding the adMcEnroe pulled off the
when umpire Frank vantage in the eighth only break in the first set
Hammond at first game of the second set, in .the fourth game when
MIAMI ,AP,
he snapped a 30-30 tie Former running- back
with a forehand volley.Mercury Morris, a stanthen
Clerc
netted
a
dout on three Miami

Dallas, Jets favored in playoffs
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP sports Writer
Now we find out
whether the Washington
Redskins really are the
best team in the National
Conference or whether
the Dallas Cowboys are
still a "money"team.
Now we find out
whether the Miami
Dolphins, a team with one
of the best coaches in the
game, can beat the New
York Jets, a teen with
one of the best rosters.
The view from this vantage point: the Cowboys
vs. the Jets in the Super
Bowl.
Last week's mark
against the spread: 3-1.
The record through 11
weeks: 70-65.
This week's picks
,f home teams in caps):
Saturday
National Conference
Dallas Cowboys minus
2 - vs. • Washington Redskins: This is a game of
psychology as much as it
is one of football.. The
question is: Do the Redskins really believe, deep
in their hearts, that they
are as good as the
Cowboys? Are they going
into the game believing
they've got it won - or
are they going in hoping
they can win it?
The last time the teams
met, Joe Theismann
spent an inordinate
amount of time buried

-

broke his opponent again
in the ninth game after
Clerc saved four break
points, then held serve to
close out the match
Vilasl- seeded second
here,Jost his serve in the
fifth game at love. but
broke back in the 10th
game He then broke the
22-year-old Gomez in the
12th game to capture the
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Bankruptcy court approves sale of elevator

1101114'ra', this Summer,
at is rate if

about AU cents

larger

offer,

reports

but

were

to

speculative

per dollar, according to
Ron Bamberger, a
lawyer in the case
Bomberger said about
million had been placed into escrow for the
payments, which he said
were on the "high side"
for a bankruptcy case
Bamberger. who
represents a committee
of the eight largest
unsecured creditors, said
he favored the approved
plan.
Ramberger and Henry
Dickinson. a Glasgow
lawyer who is trustee of
grain was stored in the
the elevator estate, were
elevator
settlement, co-sponsors of the plan
the
With
haven't
who
Dickinson said there
farmers
had been reports that
been paid for grain they
another rompany was
put into the elevator will
begin re' riving preparing to make a

OWENSBORO, Ky.
A U S BankruptI APt
cy Court has approved
the sale of the bankrupt
Wathen Elevator Inc. to
Owensboro Grain Co.
under a reorganisation
plan offered last year.
'The proposal. approved
Thursday, calls for the
Owensboro firm to pay
$42 million for the assets
of Wathen, which has
debts of about $11 million
Among Wathen's debts
are some $4 5 million owed to farmers whose

•

require

asking for a delay in approval of the sale and the
reorganization."

DEAR NIP-FED: Marriage ji a partnership. The
house is not her. it belongs To both of you. It's not

Kerr named

a matter of asking for permission to invite weekend
guests. it's simply "clearing" with one's partner
before issuing an invitation. It's the courteous and

FRANKFORT. Ky.
AP -- John Kerr of
Allensville has been named by Gov. John Y Brown
Jr as 4th District
magistrate in Todd County to replace the late
Claude Page
Brown also appointed

considerate thing to do.

By Abigail Van Buren

Fischer, a

ington

physician. to the

It
It c
Sill.%
it. a woman's world Explain this
If al woman undressed in front of a window with the
shade up ..Ind i4 man stood outside and %moiled the man
would he Amsted as a peeping tom
Itut if a marl undressed en front.of 41 %Ind..% with the
shade up and .6 woman .toad outside and aat" tied the
marl would kw 'arrested for indecent exposure
A MAN IN A VitiMAN S WitHili

vices to replace Dr Tom
Louisville
of
Marshall
whose tern) has expired.
of
Gorman
William
and

Hazard
Brown

Horace

the

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Al lit )..'.
1 I.aufle
4 Lot of meat
II (.t.rtese
tioipcla
I I Corn,or!
17 At this piai 4.

at ease
14 tosses pilei

13

DOWN
imperfectson
2 Bone
3 ling
4 lossossossve
S That man
6 Fragment

Jot

Y.4 154...goo&
C hao(

tehtI.64 1..74,9e •
'princess
65 Vessel
66 A stale '

6

7

•

9

Every teen-ager should know the truth about
drugs, sex and how to be happy. For Abby's booklet,
send $2 and a long, stamped 137 cent.), addressed
envelope to; Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O. Box .3$923,
Hollywood. Vont 00038.

Two injured during ritual
ROSWEIA„ NM

API

Two college students
who

got. earned

ended

ritual

away

brother"

with a — blood

a

at

up

hospital for treatment of

blood

brothers,"

The four-inch

cuts on

their arms each required
between 60 and 70 stitches. Spear said.
Ambulance

police said

10

21,

Hatch,

Melvin

Colo ,

of

and

Robert Meason. 21, of has

each

Cruces, cut

11

other's

arms in a
dormitory

ritual in their

Eastern

New

at

room

the

Mexico

University-Roswell campus, said campus police

45

chief Leo Spear

17

-timed m a stretcher
be(
after the "ritual" early
although

both

were released Later in the

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frames Drake
FOR SATURDAY,
1. Legal Notice
11. Legal WO
JANUARY 22,1903
What kind of day will tomorCivil Action File No,82-CI-266
row be? To find out what the
•
Commissioner's Sale
stars say, read the forecast
Kentucky,
of
Commonwealth
The
given for your birth sign.
Calloway- Circuit Court Bank of Murray

day

35 years tof police
work, I haven't heard of
it before." Spear said.

ARDS

eri-L-ge

-In

(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)

Since the injuries were

worrying
about a lack of funds. Make

Catch
work

up

with

instead

neglected

of

became

inflicted by mutual con- every effort to improve your

intrigued by stories that

position.
TAURUS
In addition to being (Apr. 20 to May 20 I. tiki?
A party may be just what
blood brothers. Spear
said the men were "still the doctor ordered to get a loved one out of a depressed
friends."

'Mr

54

attendants

said one of the men had to

Sunday,

'AMER

Spear

said

gashes in their forearnis,

Meason

were being told by Hatch
the

about

Ss Guinowst
70 Hisd ion( I.
11 thew
72 foe

Indian

ceremonies and so forth
and

they

would

decided

like

to

they

become

Thousand Five Hundred Sixty None and

May 21 to June 2131

5t.
4
n

Once you ward off lethargy,
you'll make progress regarding a career matter. Don't
you have just
begun to fight'
CANCER
(June 21 to July 721.0
Friends seem to waste your
tune now. A child or a romantic interest would enjoy a trip
or a visit someplace special.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 44g
You'll make little headway
regarding a career matter and
shouldn't combine business
and pleasure. Domestic interests are favored.
VIRGO
(Aug- 23 to Sept. 221 WP‘iS1
You'll be able to wtn over
somebody to your point of
view. Despite some travel
delays, you will have a splendid time.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 .
Initiative will bring you new
Work opportunities, but you
need care in the handling of
M funds. Safeguard credit.
give up, for

••••

THAT I LET EVERY FLY BALL THAT:5
HIT TO ME FALL TO THE GROUND

TNE TROUBLE MTN
YOU GUYS 16, YOU DON'T
RE TOL P"
'
PO LIKE YOU

-

07.

NOW Get C5ifr
TOERE AND 20
LIKE YOU "R'E
TOLD'

loon

THAT!!

AAKE
LOVE, ì
Mar
WAR'

IT5 OKAY WITH ffiE
IT'S OKAY
- WITH 10U1:2
-ATHECI

10/100 Dollars, with interest

at the rate of

07.44 per day from the

-25th- day

of

September 1982, until paid and its cost

shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray

therein I

Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public

GF.MIN

A

of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the November 15th Term thereof 1982, in .
the above cause, for the sum of Twenty

mood. Visit others or enter-

.a

Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale

sent, no charges were fil-

tain

'CAUSE NOW
THE KIDS CAN
NO'LONGER
SAY

Plaintiff, versus Donna Lynn Tabers and
Joshua H. Tabers,Sr. Defendant,

ed, he said

_

NANCY, I'm REALLY
GLAD YOU CAME
OUT TO HIT SOME
BASEBALLS TO
-

outside interests?

• ••

...ming for the weekend
When I remount ms V.111' that I alwass ailk_tor her
appros.al b4 tore Iris Itan'..' or .1. and think she should lose
You ore t rnlrit
me the sarn. ...moderation pito II:11%
..14 /h. /.... no
I.
Willi.
a .a .1 .•
re Mind.
111.11

Towaoc,

44

What are your

Sports? Antique car.? There are any number of
plaurs to meet people (church included) that will
bring you into -contact with women whose interests
are the same ism yours, which is a good starting
point. Enroll In some extenaion courses ,at your
local university.
And let everyone at work know that you're inter.
ested in meeting 'someone. Everyone has a "lovely",
cousin, niece, neighbor or friend' who is aching to
meet a nice guy who doesn't want to go to bars to
meet a nice girl.

running

part
3t Pitcher part
51 Hoarier. poem
4t1 Transgress
AboJe
43 Nullify
5.11ho two of ‘..!.
46 Seel 104.
kesrart
tame
60 Small c4e07
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61 - Ns hire
ornpariinu
ttadroad st• (.1 Joker
At home
ab er% (Ole s 6C4 It•follower
4

DEAR LONF:LY:

Th.. theater? Music? Museums? Art? Dancing?

III. AR ABBY Fur II cars nv wife arid I haso. had a
battle oser a doff...rem.. uf opinion that has left us
tooth mimeo hat bottle to .aria-il Before I Ills Mr. glArlatat I In
fetelll%Clal for the weckcnd I alwavs .gct ms
a
/k first
.%% if.
When rm. wife in..ites guests for the 1.....elterof luounIlv
her relatives'. xhe never ask• for an id% ahead of time If
I rim told at all I am sinapfs informed that so and so is
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7 Saucy

8 Fur scarf
15 Dessert treat 9 Everyone
17 t Yaffe nese
10 Pub Serving
hit
11 fhtiiical name
19 Ancient
16 F aims
21 Apongwan
18 Fiectritsed
Cfrareg
particle
24 Halt
70 Female deer
26 Before Prefix 22 Stuffed
28 Barber Ccatt 25 Brt of butter
31 Munch
27 The sed
29 inthan
33 Mature
memorial
S.arnese
fishy*.
yrs,
31, r urra pets.
30 St&tern d
11,1L AtIIRCTV
if! I arthquaaers 14 Sir,
41 Tellurium
16 Simian
17 Butgaruw
•ymbol
4";
coin
s nele•c1
44 ',wool onion,
2
4', ftlik
47 Srnerrtft Aer,
49 florgurirly
is
eg
51 f Accra fetatiao54 Tibetan
gafelie
54,( nhaohsod
moisture
'Al )'art, wroth'.

rns. life with Without that esersthing else is meaningless.
'an sou help me'
IN DENVER
I ()NEI

a

• • •

•

I see lows all around me• with girls. and they don't
appear to have any more on the ball than I has.- What'll
wrong with me' I'm starting Li. %surfs about mvself. Aid))
l'%e even prayed to St Jude and I'm not even Catholic
I ',milder hisi.inic ,ompanion of tbe opposite owx more
important than a ioti air carecr I. want someone to •hitre

DEAR IAA AN: Not necessarily. It is doubtful that a
man — or 1. woman — who disrobed inadvertently
led for
before an unshaded window would he a
indecent exposure.
Nor would one caught in the act of observing
someone of the opposite sex disrobing before an unily he arrested as a peepcovered window ne
ing torn or tomette, whichever the Calle may hit.
Intent is all important. Gender is not'.

Commission

I

6..traiilleige

pruolitutr

Shelbyville

of

were reappointed to the
Quality
Environmental

' too

looking male
am ii ti vene-4.411.
education who seems to have ter
nhlr luck finding a young woman I have Joined dating
clubs whoa h trial ma- a lot and got me nowhere I al71 not
in the habit of going to bars. but I was 111, desperate for
female companionship one night I went to a bar and'
pi' kral up a young woman and she, turned out to tw a
DEAR ABBY

ith a four

I )1'1 AR ABM.
isn t If anything

Health Ser-

Council for

• ••

Man Feels Exposed
In Woman's World
a man s world

Lex-

Doane

reason to ask for in% permission" to invite guests to her
home
Dow du you SW% this Abby?
MIFFED IN MARY1AND

KAP

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23to Nov. 211
Either you or a loved one is
inclined to extravagance today. Don't overthink a pro
biem. Take time off for relaxation.
SAGIITARIUS
4 NOV.33to Dec.21) 111
After a lackadaisical beginning to the day, you'll become
motivated to complete some
unfinished tasks around the
house.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan. 19) Ad VI
A sense of boredom puts you
in the mood for new adventures. Watch maples and
self-indulgence. Join old
friendsfor an outing.
AQUARIUS
( Jan.alto rob. 111)
Thosugh shoppkg is faverod,
it's not ths bast Oms to have
company over. A weer
hand
breakthroug
hl come,
PRICES •
Feb. 19 to Mar. 30)
Business talks aren't
favored now. Others may nal
fulfill promises. Wort hard
toward the realization of
creative
YOU =TODAY are
idealistic and practical, but at
times have difficulty in mancuing these

auction on the 24th dayof January 1983, at
clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a
'
1:00 o

30 days, the following described
property,to-wit:
Beginning at a stake located 375 feet
North of the Intersection Of Kentucky
Highway 121 and the W. P. A. Road, said
stake being located along the West right---ofway of the W. P. A. Road; thence continuing along the West right of way of the
W.P.A. Road 200 feet to a stake; thence in a
Southwesterly direction 134 feet to a stake;
thence South 87 feet to a stake; thence East
to the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

credit of

Civil Action File No. 112-C1-274
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Bank of Murray
Plaintiff, versus Joe A. Holliday, Betty M.
Holliday, and Calloway County, Ky.,
Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the December 14th Term thereof 1982, in
the above cause, for the sum of Forty
Three Thousand Seven Hundred and 211/100
Dinars, with intarsal at the rate of 11.073
per day from the lath day of August 1982,
with paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door lithe City of Murray Kentucky.to the
highs* bidder,at public auction on the 24th
day of January INI, at 1:00 o'clock p.m.,
or thereabout, upon a credit of 30 days,the
following described property.to-wit:
Regimen( at the intersection of Kentucky Highway 121 where it Intersects with
the W.P.A. Road; thence Weld along the
North right of way of 121 for a distance of
471I fast to a stake: thence North 4 dog. 45
!apt lel foot to a stake. thence East
17lost to a slake located in the West right
of way of tho W.P A. Rood; thence along
the Wetright of way of the W.P.A. Road
375feetto*.point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and fuming the force
ankalfeet of a judgment. Ukases will tef
prepared to comply promptly with these
tame
Prank L Ryan
Mails, Commissioner Calloway Circuit
Court

21. 1913

&T1ME.Freda,.J.sua

4(,t. 13 THE Mt RR AI .16,
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ZanId%
2.11otice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legel Notice

is 1,7

an &aims-File No.81-CI-346
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky
Callqway Circuit CoUrt Friendly Finance &
Investment Of Murray, K y., Plaintiff, Versus Jacob Long; Donna
; Dorothy
Boyd; City of Murray Ky.; Calloway County. Ky. Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the December 15 term thereof 1962. in the
above cause, for the sum of Two Thousand
Nine Hundred Forty Two and 50/100
Dollars, with interest until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed tcLoffer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 24th day of January 1963, at
1:00 o'clock p.m.. or thereat:wilt. upon a
credit of 30 days, the following described
property,to-wit:
Ttacr I
A part of the southeast quarter of Section
13, Township 1. Range 5,Eaest, and on the
south side of State Highway 121, beginning
at a power line pole 73 feet west of Clarence
Stubblefield's line on the south edge of said
Highway 121, thence South 194 feet to a
stake in said Stubblefield's line; thence
east with said Stubblefield's line 142 feet to
a fence on D. N. Dunningham's line;
thence north with fence 150 feet to said
Highway 121; thence west with said
Highway about 200 feet to the point of
beginning.
See Deed Book 172, Page 73, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
Dorothy Boyd obtained full title to the
above described property upon the death of
her husband, Lenard Boyd.
TRACT H
A part of the southeast quarter of Section
13. Township 1, Range 5 East, and on the
south side of State Highway,No. 121, beginning at a stake in the property line of
Clarence Stubblefield on the south edge of
said highway; thence south with said Stubblefield line 12.3 poles to a stake or rock
corner to said Stubblefield: thence east
with said Stubblefield about 78 feet to a
fence in the property line of Ruth Cunningham; thence north with said Cunnirigham's line about 194 feet- to a power line
pole on the south edge of said Highway No.
121, thence west with said Highway No. 121,
about 78 feet to the point of beginning.
See Deed Book 107, Page 272, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Dorothy Boyd obtained full title to the
above described property upon the death of
her husband, Lenard Boyd.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute- bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
preparedto comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

2. Notice

2. Notke
Serpi,: office fw-

Ni, 5 minetest Cal
759-4444 for an hi-

(desks,

misdeed message to

chairs, duplicator,

brightee year
Children's tope 75,-

niters

eft.).

4445.
Credit Rama
304 Maple
7S3-5572

XST ARRIVEDI
Now ships's* of

Did you see CO minutes?
Get the real story I An
emerald haS joined a
ore profitable and
realistic business and is
earning $20,000 per
month
Call for am
appointment 50252)
1673

Penne Jed.(Sedan
products and shirts)
Jody

sod

flowely

Shore's

5902 Sol-Air Shopping
•

Boat licenses are now
available In the CIr•
cuit/District Clerks Office. Costs to renew will
be as follows, all in
boards $24. 1'•15'11" $10,
16' 23'11" $14. 26'4,11"
$ZO, 40.over $34, trans.
fir $1.30. All transfers
must be on a current
registrotion. All trans
fen meat be signed by
owner and witnessed by
either our office staff or
partly not Involved in
transfer. Registrations
expire April 311. 1163.

"Nedemi Uf• end Accident's 1111 coo
perootee me end
your spume e Minutest Meese roe am't
eadvel"

Nal I

Browsing

Ileigles

Muhl 110$

new

5

Shot

amide

12

dday al I
will tile cal it all yor

Please call se

Itellkial mph Iswi le
west pm iel vw

SOns 'SW

eppirlenty
buena loses
twit Taw

Ramer
113 lapis Skutt
Tekdkua 7531412
Call es Islay'

S. Lost and Found
Large white cat. lost
near West Miller on
Call
Christmas Day
753 0717

Three or
Maple bed
room suite with mat
tress and box springs
VS Call 753 0573
White Provincial double
matching
dresser
Lingerie chest of
drawers. matching •
sift bed. box springs
and mattress with A
frame Comforter, dust
ruffle, sheets and pillow
cases all new, new
carpet Call 753 5004
Zenith color T V
cabinet. SISO Can 753
2762

22. Musical

4. Real Estate

29. Heal ing.Cooling
heaters
all
wicks
eutomat,, t.o over, ut
off seri% h
battery
ignation UL approved
6000 OILvv v9 930)
119 99 and up
8TU
12000 ESTLi tiv vv 2000c,
niu
17. y
WIn
HardWare Par S
Wood Stove 1150 good .
‘er syn.(

(OrId.flOn
Tr al0

Used

Wheei

Miss
Warehouse
Storage Spore
For lent

6. Help Wanted

23..Exterminating

9. Situation Wanted

733 47 St

32. Apts. For Rent
Efficiency apt tor bey
1603 College Farm Rd
192 8225
Fu-rnished or unfinished
apt%
1 or 2 bedroom
s
Zrnmerman Apt
16th. tSJ 6609
Nice 2 bedroom br •
duplex
3 miles East
stove refrigerator and
water furnished
$175
Phis- deposit Can after
ip m 753 1513
Nice one bedroom
duplex apartment one
block from campus
,,nturnisried
Stove re
o'rigerafor and water
turnished. eiectric heat
and 'frreptsre fi,ff- M3.
1/54_

A Grandmother to stay
With a 4 yr old child
near
One bedroom
Tuesday and Thursday
downtown Murray 153
afternoon in my home,
i109. 762 6650 or
references perferred
436 2144
s
Kelley
'
Call 753 0357 after 5
One bedroom Call 753
Experienced babysit
Pest
4701 or 759 4756 alter
ter, responsible mother
4p m
will care for your child
Mimeo 75] 7914
One bedroom furnished
anytime day or nignt,
utilities not included
full time, part time or
Cali
$165 per month
drop in. 5 minutes East.
24.
753 3510
759 1692
Small nice furnished
Medical secretary Stripf 1975 White Refrigera
tor. $300 Double Home one bedroom apt In
bookkeeping, ex
quire at 100 South 1•3th
Perienced, lull time Trei-ler. $6130 753 1447
employment
Send re
Compressors for Street
Top quaiity- duplex
sums and expected *sale Dill Electric 753
central heat
bedroom
salary to Box 1040C. 9104
new appiian
and air
Ledger & Times
- FIREWOOD
Seasoned
carpeted
Party searching real Oak and hickory. 16 20". ces
throughout washer and
estate loan at a lock in $29 rick
Greenwood
rate Person will -give S15 a rick delivered and dryer hookup Call /53
6791 after 4 30p m
sound financial state .stacked 753 9600
T wo bedroom
ment and 1st morgage
F irewood for sale 40
townhouse aPts Carpet
Send reply to P o Box 2573
range. refrigerator
10408
Firewood $33.50 a rick
dithwasner, dispOsal
Responsible lady would 753 3711 after Sp m
washer and dryer
like to do house cleaning
For sale. 12 hole Martin hookup, central air and
and extra ironing Coil
Box small 1 and 2 hole heat Atso two bedroom
753 7534
birdhouses 14 sites)
gar den apt
Mantle,
Want to rent Dark Fired Phone 751 1712
1624 North apt% on Stadium
Tobacco Base 759 1233
Olive
View Drive 753 MO or
Will sit for elderly man Heal bulbs. 750 wafts, 753 7559
or woman, tight Inn* red. $I 59 each
Two bedroom garage
housework and cooking' Wallin Hardware
apt, refrigerator and
$3 per hour 437 4975
Paris
stove furnished, water
Would like to do Sewing, One used SCM 152
cOPY provided 6 Miles East
in my home for children machine For informs
753 3133
and adults
Call lion, 753 4751
Two bedroom duplex
7599007
Oregon chain saws Westwood, gas heat.
Would like to have lob chains, 315 inch pitch
stove and refrigerator
house keeping. have For 16 inch bar. 799 70 $725 plus depOsit 436
references, honest and inch bar. 5 99 Wai lin 7802 after Sp m
Call 759
dependable
Hardware. Paris
Two bedroom duplex, 3
1235 Or 753 1377
REPOSSESSED SIGN , miles from town on
$160 per
Nothing down! Take private Rd
over payments $5500 month /531145
monthly
Piano lessons given
I'll' flashing Two bedroom duplex
• fOr Jill 7623357
arrow sign New bulbs. wIth gas heat in West
letters Hale Signs Call wood Subd
available
1 502 8.42 1332
now Call 733 3946
3.000 bales wheat SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call John
straws. Call days 901
Boyer 7530330
387 3161, nights 901 344
Three bedroom house
3062.
Wood $23 per rick Call near Ky Lake, washer
Large dog sized 492 MOS or 436 5632
and dryer included.
doghouse 433 4467
153
Wood for sale $23 a riai deposit required
41941.4•Ifer Sp.m.
Raw fun, raccoon, red delivered Call 733 3027
fox, way fOx. muskrat,
Three bedroom, 1 bath,
mink, Coyote. Opossum,
located 4 TOW% OW on 94
bearer. Owen Mc
Wes! Available ,rn
Clellan. P.O. Box 63,
11011411
Medi/001y
No pets
Pulaski, Ill
62976.
753 4406 before 6 00p m
TAX SIIVKI
m
Phone 6111 31263)6.
435 4119 Ow 6 004,
Seib Federal 11441A

L'

Termite
Control

Miscellaneous

b. Business Services

Arkin ler Sale

Kenmore compact re
frigerator. 3 Samsonite
holding chairs, small
see1caes.713.8W.

and

Rontodry
mit S13.111.

7405
1134

X.Livestock-Supplies

Attention horse OVVerefs.
P•P41.alorney, Ey.
pasture and stall space
aveiloble 1130 a month.
mmmmisialjamimms. Call after op m
/53 3010
V.Mobile
Labrador Retriever
14e70. 3 bedroom. 2 puppy AK C registered
bath. built, ftral hOrne. black male. 3 months
must Sell
Take over old
/Asti, sell. $30
7$9 1718
payments. 437 4171,

Nome Sales

SLIM DOWNFIRM UP

MI6 Tome

IMO mag wisest. tee

Ms. dosses it the *array Neal* Spe,

each. Reg. SM, 1
Mach le 'geed. 679.

N. 15* Street next to

Root 11114. 2. Sloth
rlo,42a..._Jlog.

Care Canto% Registratlea 5.7 p.m. J.

MS

MIN 9f9Pc

1221.00

WORtiel$1111111

Western Store

04 Sib- 14

OW*NI=
Mem 94 alp, 14

•

bat*

and
t
diet to

Carty Only.

Coed NV*
wore. Control Slioggilic
Canter. 7534011C

Van hornitwo. 4 cap
t•ins chairs 'Mbpedestals. swivel and
recliner and seta bad.
050. 753 7310. .11rown
with ton insert.

24*

nie

10*.

University Day

llo

75)•4431

.....mermsommp
shoutRealty

Yr

TractOr. ciocio condition
$250 Call 182 1701

• Track Compact.
System. Centre. Stereo
by Pioneer With excel
tent speakers 753 9517

Seetde Cowl sq.
klerrey, fleeted,

Bradley

X. Business Rentals

SPINET CONSOLE
s•lapip FOR SALE
Wanted
Responsible
O IL COMPANY party to *tate over
Can be seen
OPENING
Off shore piano
rigs, no expe• ence locaiier write Cred.i
Manager. P 0
Bo.
necessary, start im
I Ill. Ce.ntr ali.a_ IL
mediately, 35 000 plus
62801
per year For informs
tion call 1 317 920 9364. Selmer Solist Wood
Clarinet Like new Cost
Ext 17148
Wanted experienced $600 Will take 1300 or
best offer Will deliver
body man Call 753 1764
, Phone _502
We are taking ad
905262$
piications from 11 I la m
for fry cooks with at Two used practice
pianos
needs some
least 5 yrs experience
work, price negotiable
must be able to work
nights and weekends. 753 5263
reference% required, no
.phone calls please
Colonial H -use
Smorgasbord, Hwy 641,
Murray. Ky

Pird•ia a Thermos
laseroace
teal Istate

Kerosene

nave

sworn Coder SO

1450.00

Vernen
'
s

Phil

airlgage real est* lens

S.Pets-Supplies .

tiaclalitood layaway.
Okyclii you pay balance
doe end get new Mk*
and owes warranty. t

%Rein

omit

pktsaaal
011658,1 le sane ell wer
.1132E181
nets
ilt
vocalize • 1s1
21I

trod
digans. SIS.95
Shirts. $13.93. Phone
753-11716.
Two large desks,
typewrittsir table,
secretary's chair,

paahr)
-

din kar laws

Ile cosi* d

Sereators. MIS. Car

wet

Cd.

*Psi

sa pios

Full length black Dia
mend Mink Coat, like
new. Socratic* at $3,000
SKIMPS Inquiries only
961.6434333.
Men's 110d V - Neck

FOR SALE

$2414,10

lumen a Vulva Kai
licky lo X pan

IS.

Box 64
Murray, Ky
12071

1
Seeps
Alleisea Shotguns
SW $711 isalegles

raalsIswiskag
cities Is low lask •

34.Ikeafor Rent

Ed Jennings

To.

modem ewe
cisme Om Ohms•Is

it Want Buy

k.

t
=or
FOO SALE

sass

*Ng

MOO,Home Rentals 37. Livestock-Supplies

N.
Antiques New oriental
Three Faring Crates
rugs all sae 6. extra A had bedroom newly with automatic waterer'
turnished
Call
Shady
Chip
nice antiques
and feeders $350 489
perdale chairs. Walnut Oaks 753 WU
7649
trailer
Nice
bedroom
rope bed
2
Many other
nice antiques Can after near Murray No pets '
159 2611
.
Sp rfl 1 095 6494
AKC Registered
Frigidaire refrigerator Two becri:csom couples
Keeshonci puppy. 6
with ice Taker rhakh $90 per month plus
right age
months old
depovt
water fur
ing dishwasher
tor training price very
Hwy
121 S
avocado in good condi fished
reasonable
7S3 /959
lion Call 753 03117 after 753 S405 or 4347176
atter Sp rn

11. Instruction

Wee. 753-

Castor

MIRY IZI2
1.1ANS MOW a

16. Home Furnishings

envie Crew re Cenci
Seyeri frees Ivarywkere
Service 'free 1900
917 Cowater Used
*erre, leetecky 47171
507) 753 0116
keytieet
)01 I 111111001
Meier
Lammed a Seeded

wieldy. Utak, Nadi* spot aid
Om mid's.. feems iseilied. For
mrelehromitiss ail 753-2167 utter 5

N. Used Truckt

D.Services Ottered

ASSUM'A,BLE
LOAN'
U BET!.
Locked ,n interest
rite, U BE I! Excel
lent landscap
.ng u BET'immacu
late conctitionixeU BET,
Fen( tic yard
enclosed
patio
u BET' Four
bedrooms
Li BET'
Location
u BET
Pri.ed right u BET ,
Want tO see it u BET'
Cali 753 1492 Century 11
srena JODS Realtors
ar sale by owner
bedroom 3 bath double
garage 2 yr old home

1977

or,
bicx
-ii
Concrete
40 0 n
basement.%
ciai,oek cirore w ays
patios anc
sidewalks
Free es
chrnneys
tirnates Call 753 5476
FREE ESTIMATES. on
111 electrical plornbmg
painting and
Ca,
needs
i.. ensed
77130092 or 753 9673
-

.n

Chevy Cheyenne
49 000 muleS
$4 $00 Call 753 11$4
1975 Ford custom 250
ton
new tires
best
offer 474 7795
1975 Jeep P
automatic
p s
AM
FM bucket seats 40 000
moes $3 793 437 4967
1911 Datum King Cab
lxi . 5 speed low Miles
with topper good MPG
753 8521
one owner
days 759 9596 nights

COnS c!ter trade tor
Smaller nOrne 753 5324
REDUCED' Owner has
reduce° price to sell 3
bectrefOrn brick home in
526 SOO Call Spann
Iteatty Assoc 753 7714

17

53. Services Offered

WOuld

Canterbury

Motorcycles

AP.PLiANCL
Ken
✓ ICE

Whirlpool
P t.
'
experienc e
Bobby rfoup,,
service
Bob s Avg,'
✓ e
75115': '• IH A 6
home

WI • Yamaha DT I 2S
A
- ••
•
e
Incur° motor( if( ie tor In
s •••
•
•• .
on or Oil road r,d,ng
4.••
(1,)t
tree:e•
• eI•
gond condition (al' • e
••
n I
'4,1 7989 after sp m
r a ,,,•
.!
'SO Sec
1.51 Yamaha
Aaas.rn
a. t eSst,' es
Api
' work
extra clean -1 ISO" es
•n
$2500 7536)11
T• aFt •
351 t4c I I ,

19. Used Cars

$500

1

:

uth 12th et Sycamoii
TELEPHONE 753 1651

mode
convenience.
fell time isles
associates @venial

M,tPIilarm

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4192
435-4348

'rids.

MPG,

cr`

Oases.
Ames lictsrty

%mu litttt
WW1 101S17101
Cry Sem
Lau twee

/11i249
151 1710
1111311
7537W
1S324/1

Ike we, 1e21 Fleet
god

Broirgisn

odilloc, electroni
I inlictioa state's,
estrei. For sale b

Need

0: r
It '
* 11 be '
I OU We
sian
Sunroof.,
Yin,'
'
lOne 7

rarpe%
Shape..
up.hoistei,
1.rna•e%
13th

.

4 n

n

NI l4.u. piomt
'L7 15 years r.
p e ,,'• •
plum!.
Nf .1 r!Q
"OVAL

RE

FOR SALE

Appeintwents

ler yew

rn

YVe•Stillgrl,

"NNIMIIMMIIINVIVINP06 )94- 4 For.: .5i, fang.
52 MO
good c
Ca!?'atter 1 If' crier -;Ji AL "
436 7716
,
04 t1
1964 Toyota C A.

ROOF

PROBLEMS?

Oar.
.

Harmon

4,4 22,6
anti I Malone

r, beesitifel car.
$6,900.

ti: , ••‘•••
‘ncir f.'
oiii
"r0rn
°rnvijrr.
rrr r.%
'53 5551

759-4611

yourc-aroet
ri
ii ,e,,,
WO
A,.

AUSC

0

Need a second opi'
laild.up or

mien?

Residential.

Local

references. Call Ragh
Outland. 7.59.1 7111 or
•••

7534076.

A , 1'

TYPIS'T A N D
VolksisagOn
1971.
,
HOME BAK liNG
and get 'he grit
•
on
Beetle. S900 good
.1197Fr
t...
poripri.
rd
Insured
damn 753 7074
;
I•o••• -• ••
tt•nn.i•es C..11
1977 Chevrolet inipaia
753-1222
actual
miles
000
33
A40eI 00,
'Urn laWIFYI.
t.‘r
▪ rnsrcl I' t' tr.,
interior good condition
!
Oi.
111111.11LAIMAll
air goog tires will take rrs , drn.••,1'
mrr-;
.in.11 ,ir A 000 'rpri*
best offer Cali 153 9956
I
combinaa rf ono
tion of attractive
397) Caddie( Coupe,1"rt,!
%.1,111,0,0”
Deville. needs painl
residence plus ad1
runs and drives line
joining commercial
good condition
building suitable
751 51.71
Aleasinese «HI Vim?t
- for many types. of
1974 Firebird excellent
siding end Aluminum
ondition
mechanical
retail businesses
trial for oil Doss's. it
new gram, ref, WOO red
1.0eated two miles
stops painting
52 800
velvet ,nterior
east of Murray on
Serious .411% Orlry can
Jock Glover
main highway to
436 234.1
13) 1873
Kentucky Lake
41 dr
19/4 Ford
' A
KOPPE-HUI) Segan .21 9 engine
Cull
p s
autom
REALTY 753-1222
i•
Si 1174
AauS•ansj II
V6
I I
radials
OrrSh rebuiIi1
is
must sell $I 400 or best
'' • •
%Anti
0 .1 Acres aP
753 9075 after
Offer
%an.:
pro•imateiy 40 open
•
•
born
(
•
•••,1
Call
balance
and tillable
e e _I 5 • in t s
3111
"Ni•ntau
Opal
'Si 1545
wooded, year round
reirerenret
floor very sa• si
creek and spring 4375 automat', in
:A),a \•ekrw 'Cleaning
414
I7S
Caul
St
Sharp
per acre 901 241 5164
Upholster. (leaning
1325
Approximately le acres
DOUBLE
Carpet Cleanin,4
Lre
1974
Pinto
automatic
four
!UV
ideally located
1a.'
-0-0-0-0
+en.
rand.,
<
goad
tn114S writ of Murray
gas. mirage. Call. 753
Have Copies o
Property includes'
mobile home and stock 5174
yeet old photos
1974 Vega good cond ,
bath Beautiful building
We lie
bode
Call KOPPER UD lion. 4 cylinder. 5/00 or
site
the Old
in
11110tated
best offer
15'" Zenith
REALTY 7531277
do
color T v
works per
Grocery
Walls
The impossible breehs tec tly $160 or best offer •
front
1//Bldg °cross
can be „yours with the 753 3315 See at $134 N
purchase of this 75 acre
the genk of Ni
19th
•
farm within two miles
rely
Hat
197SMustang
of city limit% 65 acre.
474-8838
taso or best • (ARTIR STUDIO
lendable tobacco Darn (rioack
stock barn offer Book :slue 12.100
and base
a ill saw
needs rebuills engine
Beautiful
and ponds
75) 1924 alter 6p In
well built home with
1 . weekdays
three bedrooms
1911 Honda CVCC Hal
baths, carpet. fireplace
Ostia, k new tires, good
and many other extras
Brick and Redwood' conoition. Call 753 8124
Make your
exterior
1977 Portrait Le Sabre
•PIESCRIPTIONS 0011114 FRUIT MINKS
appointment today
Stat,on Wagon. 70,000 I
Roberts Realty Co
cOndition
mile fl
•IICKIITAl SVPP1.115 MS MT AND SAIL
Can 75
733 1651
/after Sp m
'WRING BRANDS Of COSMITKS
197, VW Rabbit excel
•11011.5TER omit PRODIKTS
IL
condition. 4 new
hes
Weary as Preeediplees b ON Units
rad•ai tires. AM FM
See this bee ulif ull
2 reeker system
ls aiilo
maintained older home Quail
with over an acre lot
inside the city limits
1971 Dark Blue 010
There are 4 bedrooms. 6,nobiie Cutiat11. 1100d
baths central gas condition 7530570 alter
neat fireplace, storage
SP
Space galore and a nice
1979 Sabru. 5 speed. air.
large home with over 4,000 square
screened patio
KOP
good(Onditten .4917
PERUD REALTY /53
Phoenix
aytomitiC
living area, 30z30 fondly room. Con
1222
transmission PS PO ,
be seen Sooday Jonoory 23, 1983 from 2
Three bedroom. 2 full AM F•AA ftere0. tilt
bath on approximately 2 wneel hair vinyl top L4
p.m. ft 4 p.m. North on Nottingham
753
acres with pond. 5 years engine, like new
igi Sherwood forest. Phone
Drive
Old 753 5723
/304
Three bedroom brick
1941 Chevrolet impala
4303 sewage.
ranch with attached
pb
ps
11 cylinder
garage. on 73 acres. S automatic
tilt wheel,
acres tillable, 2 miles cruise control eif(titers,
west of Hardin
12
Wet S1.995 /59 9551
financing available $47
Must sell 1960 Subru
900.437 4947
Fiat. 4 wheel drive. 30
Wanted, three bedroom
MPG, $3000 Call 43/
house in Eastern part of 102
county. Price range
33.000 to '45.000
No
Ii so, we are looking lor yeel
Realtors cells excepted
1965 Ford. tilt, 455
in 1CCU Coordineter's peskiest open.
Call 753 3313.
engine Call 733 3615
Well cared for home
Toe will be respeasala ter coordinatiag patios,
1966 Ford Pickup. 6
close to thopping and
meaaging•staff .1 14 itil's sod LPN's, owl
can,
cylinder, short bed.
schools. 3 bedrooms,
eight clean. $950 7 mud
meraber
ef the Vers., Serregenseat Teem
be
•
central air and gas
and snow tires on
Mabee= ileolifications:
heat Largo Ir. Only
Chevrolet Truck wheel
$34.300. Call Spann
roars iseraing esperimas In KCV
$2500 Can 480739$

t5 Farms for Sale

D
CLEANING
SERVICE

•

We

any type

of cleaning-

WALLIS DRUG

Newsier Sale

OPEN HOUSE

This
feet

753-

ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN BEING A PART
MANAGEMENT?
NURSING
OF

N. Used Trucks

sassahership

necessary 823.00 per men*, 2 Oases

EC Homesfor Sale

You have Is we Rile one
impreCiata It Three
bedroom. two Bath
brick hems In Coldwater Unread on extra
snare to owe W. Mice
outside storage, large
garden soot mid fantod
Dock y ord. 11OPPIIRUD
11111ALTY: MUM

to

INT Yard VI Pickup
Truck. .manual shift.
long

bed.

11330

Call

7334544
1973 Datsun. Pitkup,
6900 733 1447
1115 Chevrolet Pickup
Truck. 330 auteonsetic
BM! Offer. 759 4431' Or

7SE11934.

11511
.preforred
Nerd* Mawagermat laperience prof
• N yes ere laterosted,
Ii,,.,Pendleton, RN
Illrecter of Monis
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OBITUARIES
Murray woman Mrs. Panzera s
dies Thursday; services today
rites Saturday
Services for Mrs. Sarah
Mrs. Kathryn Hutchinson. 69, 710 Elm St.. died
'Thursday at 10:05 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
The Murray woman
was a member of the
First United Methodist
Church. Born Oct. 20,
1913, in Iowa, she was the
daughter of the late
Samuel Longmire And
Clara Dunn I Angmire
Survivors include her
husband, Thomas Tom
W. Hutchinson, to whom
she was married on Jan
16, 1934, one daughter,
Mrs J
Mary Lod;
Rayburn, Olive
Boulevard, one son. Jon
Hutchinson, Savannah,
Tenn.; five grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J H. Churchill
Funeral Home Dr
Walter E. Mischke. Jr.,
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10
a.m. Saturday.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to the First
United Methodist Church

Soviet Union
religion seen
as still strong
INDIANAPOLIS Al
United Methodist
Bishop James Armstrong
of Indiana has returned
from a visit to the Soviet
Union, saying he is encouraged by the vigor of
the religiou.; community
there
Arnistrong, presidept
of the National Council of
Churches, made the trip
as part of a U.S. church
delegation at the invitation of the Busman Orthodox Church.
Ile said that despite the
Soviet's official atheism,
"millions of Russians are
practicing the faith." He
repprted- Orthodox
cathedrals packed, and
people at Baptist chur
ches in Moscow and I.enIngrid were "standing in
the aisles
up the
stairwells and spilling out
into the frigid winter
air "
In 1927, French
aviators Dieufonne Coste
and Joseph IR Brix first
flew from Africa to South
America, .

Putters are today all:30
p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Norman Elkin;
officiating. Music is by
Gus Robertson, Jr.,
soloist; and Richard
Jones. organist
Serving as pallbearers
are David Howell,
Vaughn Vandegrift,
Charles Outland, George
Lilly, Karl Hussung and
Eldon Heathcott.
Burial will follow in the
East End Cemetery at
Cadiz
Mrs Panzera, 401 Kentucky Ave., died Wednesday at 215 pm at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Dr. Pete
Panzera. survives

Joe Towery's
funeral rites
on Saturday
Joe Towers. , 83, Rt 3,
Mayfield, died Thursday
at 630 am at his -home.
He was a retired security
guard at Curler Clothing
Co
The deceased was a
deacon and member of
Northside Ilaptist
Church he was preceded
in death by four sons, one
daughter and a greatgrandchild
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Lovie Towery; three
daughters, Mrs Belva
Fritz, Memphis. Tenn,
Mrs. Jo Nell Shelton and
Mrs !Ache Sanderson,
Mayfield; two sons.
Deese Towery and Roy
Towery, Mayfield
Also surviving are two
brothers, Olvie Towery
and l.acr Towery, both of
Calloway County, 13
grandchildren, four
great-grandchildren
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield Officiating will be the Rev
Gary Friuell and the
Rev Billy Garner Burial will follow in
Mayfield Memorial
Gardens
Friends may call at the
funeral home

'Nice boy' kills one student, wounds another and kills self
MANCHESTE4, Mo.
(AP) — A "nice boy- who
had won a good citizenship award was taunted
about his family by his
junior high classmates
before he pulled out
pistols and killed one student, wounded another
and took his own life, officials said.
David F. Lawler, 14.
opened fire with an
automatic .22-caliber
pistol at Parkway South
Junior High School on
Thursday, killing Randall
Koger, IS, and seriously
wounding Greg Palmer,
also 15, said St Louis
County police detective
Richard Seymour.
Witnesses told police
that Koger and' Palmer
had made disparaging
remarks earlier about
Lawler's brother and
stepfather.
The boys, all eighthgraders, were not
disciplinary problems at
the suburban St. Louis
school, according to Principal Don 4enti He called
Lawler -an aboveaverage student" who
received a good citizenship award last semester.
"All three of these kicLs
came to school every day
- what more can I say"
Senti said.
Neighbors of Lawler's
said they were shocked at
the shootings.
•'I can't believe he'd do
that," Gielea Lavacik
said. "He was just a nice
boy who. played around
here. ICS a total shock to
me .
Gym teacher Sherry
McWhorter, who was
watching the 2.5' students
in the study hat, told
police Lawler -fired one
shot- from- -a. ..22-caliber
automatic into the ceiling

First ordained
NEW ORLEANS APi
The First Spanish
American Baptist Church
of New Orleans has ordained Mrs. Justo Gutierrez to the ministry, the
first Humana. woman to
be ordained in the
Southern Baptist Convention

at abed 11:45 a.m. and
"There was a lot of crysaid. "Now, everybody ing going on." Senti said.
shut up." according to -They were shocked and
Seymour.
were aD talking about it."
Lawler than- yelled at
After about an hour of
Koger. "You won't call talking with two guidance
my brother a (expletive) counselors and a minister
anymore," and fired two whose child attends the
or three shots at him. school, some boys began
to play basketball, acKoger fell to the/10°r,
'
fatally wounded in the cording to the principal.
"They said it would
back, Mrs. McWhorter
•-• relieve some of the tensaid.
Lawler then walked up
to Palmer, who was lying
on the flow. And said,
"You can"r3sall my
brother a 4 expletive t
FRANKFORT. Ky.
anymore." and fired 1AP - The Board of
once, police said.
Regents of Kentucky
The boy then walked to State University has apthe front of - the room. proved creation of an- inpulled another gun, a .22- novative leadership
caliber revolver, out of a school
bag which pollee said
The Whitney M Young
contained "a sizable College of Leadership
amount of ammunition" Studies, named for the
and said, "I can't stand it late civil rights leader
anymore."
Whitney M. Young Jr., a
The boy put barrel of KSU graduate, will be a
the revolver to his temple limited enrollment proand pulled the trigger, gram in which students
Mrs. McWhorter told will be tutored in liberal
police.
arts disciplines such as
Both I.swier and Koger literature, philosophy,
were pronounced dead at science and the arts.
a nearby hospital.
The school's curPalmer remained in riculum.. will be based.
senous but stable condi- partially on the Great
tion Thursday night at St. Books prograiii of St.
Joseph's Hospital with a John's College in Anbullet wound in the back. napolis. Md and Santa
according to authorities. Fe,N,M.
He was scheduled to
Creation of the school is
transfer to a St. Louis part of a move to change
school this week, and Kentucky State from a
Thursday was to have traditional small college
been his last day at the to Kentucky's only public
school.
liberal arts university.
Police said they believ- The change is 'part of a
ed the guns belonged to federally. ordered
the boy's family.
desegregation plan for
The students who Kentucky's public univer-•
witnessed the shootings sities •.were taken to a nearby
KSU officials said tifey
gymnasium until their
parents. came to.' pit*
them up,Senti said.

don," he sold.
Parkway South has a
reputation for strict
discipline, Senti said.
"You won't even find
them smoking cigarettes
In the bathrooms here,"
he said.
Some of the 1.050
students wept openly
when they learned of the
shootings. Senti said.

Hours later, Senti convened an emergency
Parent-Teachers
Amodation, meeting to
diocese comseling for the
wedsand students.
"My biggest cifwvirn is
whet the kids Feel whp
saw it," he said. "The
rest will I take care of
itself."
"I never thought it
would happen at this

school." said Jim
Jacobemeyer. It, who
said he had become worried after the 10,000dudes* district voted last
year is participate In the
desegregation of St. Louis
schools.
"I thought I would
never go to the city,
became I'd get knifed.
and now look what happened here," he said.

University regents approve new school

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
M PARTS

are in the process of seeking 50 students for the
first class to begin in the
fall of this year.
The students will
receive instruction in
small groups, led by
special faculty tutors.
After completing the twoyear curriculum, they
will have the option of
continuing study- in the
program for a bachelor of
arts degree or transferring within the- university
to another major.
The students will live
together 1w one dormitory
near the school's library.
In other action at
Thursday's brief
meeting, the regents approved a four-year contract for KSU president
Raymond Bin-se,,
The $66,000 per. year
contract is retroactive to
Oct. 21, 1982 and ends on
Oct. 20, MM.
Horse, who was named
the school's permanent
president last, fall after
serving as interim president since July 1, was,,
granted tenure with the
designation of professor
of business.

The regents also approved the appointments
of Joe Burgess as public
information director and
Gary Faulkner as ad-

mintstrative assistant to
the present. Both had
been on the staff of the
Council on Higher Education

Inspectors investigate
WHITWELL, Tenn.
- Federal inspectors may need only a few
weeks to complete their
investigation and report
on a. rock cave-in which
killed one miner and inlured four others in a coal
mine,a spokesman says.
And the on-site in:vestigation at the No. 30
mine where Wednesday's
rock fall occurred may
take only a day or two,
Spokesman John
McGrath of the federal
Mine Safety and Health
Administration said
Thursday.
"I don't want to
diminish the importance
of it, but a roof collapse is
a simpler accident to investigate." he said.
Federal,state and company inspectors began
their.probe Thursday to
investigate What caused
the rock fall and determine whether any blame
•
AP I

should be placed in the
accit. The mine sectiortere the cave-in occurred is closed dining
the investigation. _
Rescue workers
recovered the body of
miner Larry M. "Mike"
Layne, 23, of the Cartwright community. on
Wednesday evening.
Four miners were injured.
McGrath said the
miners were "robbing
pillars," a common mining practice, when
Wednesday's cave-in occurred. In that procedure, miners who are
leaving a mine section
will cut away pillars of
coil which have been left
standing to support the
roof during previous
work in the section. Alternate means of supporting
the roof are used when
the pillars are cut away,
,
McGrath said.
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Priced '9977"

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

Sunday, January 23rd
2-4 p.m.
Holiday Inn — Murray

Special Savings On Special
Selection Of Goodyear Tires
... While Supplies Last

Attend this travel film and slide show presentation
of 1983 Carefree Motorcoach Tours

emir"13
eitatarri

- Sunny Southwest
Natchez & New Orleans

Feb. 12-26
March 21-26
Oct. 1843
Williamsburg & Washington.D.C.April2-9
June 11-18
Sept. 1744
Philadelphia & New York City
April 26-May 2
Nov. 12-19
Holland Tulip Time
May 12-15
Westward To California
June 15-July 5
Ozark Mountains
Mountain Festival
June 8-12
Fall Foliage
Oct. 5-9
Historic Southern Cities
April 18-23
Mystery Tour
June 22-75
Colorado Rockies
June 24-July 5
Alaska
July 2-Aug.2
July 16-Aug.7
Canadian Rocides
Boston — Cape Cod
Aug. 4-14
Oct.6-13
Michigan & Wisconsin
Aug.6-13
Nova Scotia & Eastern Carutda
Aug. 224ept.9
New England Fall Foliage
Sept. 23-Oct.3
Autumn in The Deep South
Oct. 17-22
Holiday La Georgia ...........---Dec.111,11113.Jan.1-19114
Christmas bi
Dec.26.11113-Jan. 1. 1964
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